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PREFACE. 

THE present edition of the Hecuba is mainly in- 

tended to explain and illustrate the play itself. But 

it being impossible to treat a Greek play as a separate 

and isolated whole we have tried to make sure that 

a boy after carefully and intelligently studying our 

commentary shall not merely be able to pass a close 

examination in the Hecuba itself, but shall know 

more both of Euripides and of Greek scholarship in 

general. 

Our obligations to previous editors are very great: 

but we have carefully avoided the mistake of writing 

a mere compilation, which must needs be crude and 

therefore unsatisfactory. The editors to whom our 

acknowledgments are more especially due are Porson, 

Pflugk, Hermann, Dindorf, Kirchhoff, Nauck, Paley, 

‘Wecklein and Weil. 

Our text is for the most part conservative, follow- 

ing—(as all modern editors must)—the lead of Kirch- 

1—2 
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hoff, whose edition of 1855 placed the text of Euripides — 

on a new footing. With him we have given great 

weight to the best class of MSS., viz. the Marcian 

(xii. cent.), the Vatican (xiii. ?), and the two Parisian, 

2712, 2713; denoted by Prinz A, B, E, a respec- 

tively. The ‘best MS.’ occasionally mentioned in the 

commentary is the first of these. 

All quotations have been given in full, and the 

only book to which mere references have been made 

is Prof. Goodwin’s excellent School Greek Grammar. 

We gratefully acknowledge valuable help and advice 

from the well-known scholars Prof. Kennedy, Mr E.§. 

Shuckburgh and Mr A. W. Verrall. 



INTRODUCTION. 

EvuRIPIDEs was born B.c, 480, perhaps on the very 
day when in ‘the* battle’ at ‘sea-born Salamis’ Athens 
under Themistokles destroyed the great Persian force 
which Xerxes had brought against Hellas, and won 
the fight of civilisation and progress over stagnation 
and barbarism. His lot was therefore cast in the 
most brilliant epoch of Athenian. history, and while 
he was growing up to manhood the life of the whole 
of Hellas ran high, all was movement and vigour 
tempered by Athenian taste into an artistic beauty 
dignified by power. The literary form which this out- 
burst of energy took was, as in Elizabethan England, 
the drama. Aeschylus born B.c. 525 and Sophokles 
born B,c. 495 had perfected the form of tragedy, the 
one ruggedly grand, the latter ideally perfect. It 
was reserved for their great successor Euripides to 
make tragedy not heroic but human, to paint men 
not as they ought to be but as they are when toiling, 
rejoicing, sorrowing jn the high-ways and the bye- 
ways of everyday life. We may everywhere see 

‘Our Euripides the human 
With his droppings of warm tears 
And his touches of things common 
Till they rose to touch the spheres’. 

4 

* Xen; Anab. 1. 2. 9. 
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‘His object was to excite interest, not by distant 
grandeur like Aeschylus, nor by ideals however touch- 
ing and poetic like Sophokles, but by bringing real 
men and women on the stage, with real human 
passions and feelings as his countrymen saw them 
every day in Athens. ‘The strong side of this realism 
is clearly ‘the touch of nature’, the weak side is the 
danger of its losing all effect and becoming common- _ 
place and undignified’. 
4 he Hecusa tells the story of the Trojan queen’s 
sorrows,—the hateful exchange of slavery for royal 
estate, the foul murder of her son, the sacrifice of her 
daughter,—and the bloody revenge wreaked by her 
upon the slayer of her boy. It abounds with the | 
good and bad points of the poet. It is, as Aristotle 
said, the ‘most tragic’ of dramas, and is full of pathetic 
power. » But the set harangues on the possibility of 
teaching virtue and on the value of rhetoric (traces of 
the poet’s intimate relations with Sokrates, Anaxagoras 
and other leading spirits of his day,) sound cold and 
in bad taste, coming as they do from the mouth of a 
mother steeped in bitter woe. Again, the loose joining 
of the two parts of which the play is composed indi- 
cates a weak point in the poet. The death of Polyxena 
and the cruel revenge upon Polymestor are really two 
separate pieces which Euripides has not cared to weld 
into one very fast whole. For whereas Sophokles 
contrived that every scene should lead up to the 
catastrophe, Euripides relied upon the telling nature 
of particular situations. , 

It is somewhat strange that, while Euripides gained 
the first prize but five times in the course of his long 
dramatic career, so many as 18 of his plays have come 
down to usas against seven of Sophokles and Aeschylus 
respectively. His tender pathos and modern spirit 
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will account for his popularity in modern times; for 
his want of success in his own days, ‘why crown whom 
Zeus has crowned in soul before?’ 

_ In criticising such prologues as that spoken by the 
shade of Polydorus, we must remember that every 
Athenian in the theatre knew perfectly well already 
the whole tale of ‘the mobled queen.’ But he would 
watch with breathless interest to see how the poet 
would work out and develop the familiar story, and the 
prize would be adjudged accordingly. The audience 
was probably as highly educated as our own Commons; 
‘for the house is clever’, said Aristophanes, one of the 
cleverest of them all. Macaulay truly says, ‘An 
Athenian citizen might possess very few volumes ; and 
the largest library to which he had access might be 
much less valuable than Johnson’s bookcase in Bolt 
Court. But the Athenian might pass every morning 
in conversation with Socrates, and might hear Pericles 
speak four or five times ina month. Hesaw the plays 
of Sophocles and Aristophanes: he walked amidst the 
friezes of Phidias and the paintings of Zeuxis: he knew 
by, heart the choruses of Aeschylus’. | 

The date of the Hecuba is fixed with fair precision 
to B.c. 425 or thereabouts. For Aristophanes in the 
Clouds*, which came out B.c. 423, parodies-v. 172; 
compare also the notes on 462, 650. Its moral is 
the antithesis of barbarism and savagery to Hellenic 
culture and the reign of law, together with a practical 
illustration of the favourite Greek saying dpacavte 
maGeiv. The scene is laid in the Thracian Chersonese, 
over against Troy, where the anger of Achilles has 
held back the favourable wind from the Greek fleet. 
His Shade has just appeared above his tomb, demand- 

F * 1165. 
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ing as sacrifice the fairest of the Trojan maidens. A 
Greek council of war votes that Hecuba’s daughter 
Polyxena shall die. Here the action of the play 
opens. 

Structure of the Play. 

I. Protocuz, 1—99=that part of a tragedy 
which precedes the first entrance of the 
chorus. 

II, Paropus, 100—154=the song of the chorus 
as they march into the orchestra and take 
their place. 

III. First Episope, 155—448, 
LV. First STrASIMON, 444-483. A Stasimon is a 

song sung by the chorus from their sta- 
tion. g 

V. Second Erisopr, 484—628. 
VI. Second Stastmon, 629—657. 
VIL. Third Erisopr, 658—904. 
VIIIL. Zhird Srasimon, 905—952. 
1X. Exopvus, 953—end. 

Episodes are the dialogues which come between two 
choral odes, and it will be seen that they roughly 
divide the whole play into acts. The Doric poet 
Alkman gave an artistic form to the choral lyric by 
arranging that the chorus, while singing stasima, should 
execute alternately a movement to the right (STROPHE 
turning) and a movement to the left (ANTISTROPHE) ; 
and he composed the songs which the chorus was to 
sing in couples of stanzas called sTROPHE and ANTI- 
STROPHE, answering to these balanced movements. 
Tisias of Sicily (surnamed Stesichorus, ‘marshal of 

_ choruses’,) perfected the form of the choral lyric by 
adding to STROPHE and ANTISTROPHE a third part, the 
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EPODOS, sung by the chorus while it remained station- 
ary after the movements to right and left. 

It is advisable to add a few words in explanation of 
the scholia which are sometimes cited in the com- 
mentary. The scholia of Euripides consist of a putting 

_ together of two continuous commentaries, the fuller one 
the work of Dionysius, the other by an anonymous 
writer, both drawing from Alexander, who again 
drew largely from Didymus: he for the most part re- 
produced the opinions of earlier commentators. The 
genealogy therefore is (1) Didymus, (2) Alexander, 
(3) (a) Dionysius, (6) Anon., (4) the Scholia them- 
selves. 
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EKABH. 

TA TOY APAMATOS, ITPOSOQIIA. 

TIOATAQPOT EIAQAON. 

EKABH. - 

XOPOZ AIXMAAQTIAQN Sly Sanne 

TIOATZENH, 

OATZZETZ. 

TAAOYTBIOZ. 

OEPAILTAINA. 

ATAMEMNON. 

TOATMHZTQP KAI OI WAIAEZ ATTOY. 

The scene is laid throughout in the Grecian encampment on 

the shores of the Thracian Chersonese. 
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NOTES. 

[1—58. Prologue, contains an outline of the plot. The 
ghost of Polydorus appears, explains his own miserable murder 
by his host Polymestor, prince of Thracian Chersonese, the 
demand of the shade of Achilles for the sacrifice of his sister 
Polyxena and his own appearance in a dream to his unhappy 
mother, Hecuba. ] 

‘ExdBy—appears in Lat. as Hecuba: so xuvds corresponds 
to canis, Kid\é to calix, uvddw to madeo. 

1. #xw—prob. a dialectical variety of Ykw, in most of its 
tenses means ‘I am here’, equiv. to édjAvea. 

oxérov—The masc. form is now always read in Trag. and 
‘Comedy; occasionally however a form 7d oxéros is found even 
in Attic, e.g. in Xen. and Demosth. . 

2. “Av8ys—(a priv. and 4/6 see), the god of the unseen 
world, called by euphemism, Ploutén. 

oKiorat.—‘has his home’, lit. ‘was and is established’. 
xopls Oedv—cf. Il. 20. 65 olxia cuepdaré’, edpwevra, Td Te orvyé- 
ovot Geol ep. 

3. mais yey. THs K.—(sc. Ovyarpés) ‘by birth a son of H. 
daughter of Kisseus’. H. was according to Hom. (II. 16. 718) 
daughter of Dymas, a Phrygian, the only daughter of Kisseus 
known to him being Theano, wife of Antenor (Il. 6. 299). 
Kiootas, a local name, was therefore suggested by some ancient 
critics to reconcile the two accounts. Vergil follows Eur, and 
Lat. poets generally, except Ovid who calls her Dymaniis. 
Polydorus himself is in Hom. son of Priam and Laothoé and 
is slain by Achilles, 

yeyos—formed from obsolete poetical yaw collat. form of 
ylhyvoua: so BéBaa. 
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4. @pvyov wéAw—The Phrygians were a branch of the 
great Thracian family, which may account for the familiarity 
of Priam and Polymestor. In esrly times they occupied the 
N.W. coast of Asia and were not, as we see them now in maps, 
localised inland. 

5. meretv—not fut. which would be wecetcOa:, but aor., 
the peculiar force of which is to regard the fall as momentary 
not protracted. Perhaps we may consider the phrase as sub- 
stantival=rov receiv, 214 n. Sopl—édépa would here be inad- 
missible, which does away with the theory that it is the only 
allowable form in iambics. “KAAynvik@—strictly an anachron- 
ism, for Hom. never calls the united Greeks. by the name ”E)- 
Anves, nor indeed any of them except Achilles’ followers from 
Phthiotis, who were the original Hellenes. 

6. wdmeférepe—‘sent me secretly (srd=sub=furtim of 
Verg. Aen. 3. 50) away from’. In Androm. 47 a stronger 
phrase, irexréurw dabpa, is used. Tpw. xSovds is governed by 
éx in the verb. 

7. €é&vov—‘a guest-friend’. 

8. trivde Xepo. wAdxa—‘ This steppe of Chersonese’. The 
Thracian Chers. is a narrow strip of land running along the 
N. of the Hellespont. s7vde of Hermann is more graphic than 
the usual rjv. Xepo. is the form introduced by Brunck and 
subsequent editors because the old form yepp. is nowhere found 
in tragedy. mAdxa conn. with lanx. Cf. rddvw, lavo. The 
general idea is that of breadth and flatness, akin to wdarvs, 
planus, flat, rAakois, placenta. 

9. otdurmov Aadv—‘a warrior people’. Jl, 13. 4, vicgdw 
ép’ imrotb\wv Opynkwv xadopwmevos alavy where the schol. ex- 
plains it as equal to ‘warrior’, Thrace was celebrated for 
horses and cavalry in days of Eur. See Thuc. 2. 98. Sop\— 
not ‘sceptre’, though that was the heroic badge of royalty, but 
‘spear’, to indicate the warlike character of the Thracians. 

10. éxméprre.—hist. present, i.e. stands for aorist: hence 
ety in 12, contrary to the strictly grammatical sequence of 
tenses. 

11. *IAtov—so called from its founder Ilus; Troy after his 
father Tros. 

12. paj—is better taken with ay than with omdyis Oe ‘suf- 
ficiency’), though the neg. after the verb is awkward. The 
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same question occurs Or. 942, ws rijs ye TOAwns ob ordrts ‘yev7)- 
OETA. 

13. We find in Il. 20. 408 that Polydorus is youngest son 
and forbidden to fight; but contrary to orders he joined in the 
battle and was slain by Achilles. rdv & ort marjp etacKke 
paxecbas | otvecd of wera maar vewraros Ecxe yovoto | kal of pir- 
TATOS ECKE. : 

8=62 8—‘wherefore’. Pors. says ‘which fact’ (7d elvat 
vewrarov), but twekémepape would be almost a ridiculous word 
in this connection. 

14. 8mda—defensive, as éyyos is offensive, armour. Cf. 
use of arma in Lat. 

15. olds re—‘able’. The re has no very obvious force; it 
may be classed under the head of re epexegetic or explanatory. 

16.  dplopara—‘ the flanking walls’, by which the circuit 
of a city is defined, as Paley explains. It would natutally 
mean the ‘boundaries’ or ‘landmarks’, which an enemy would 
of course remove: Scaliger suggested épelouara to which éxe:ro 
would more naturally apply. The word occurs in Hipp. 1459, 
@ krelv’’ AOnvav IladAdéos @’ dpicuara. 

txecro—litile more than jv. 

18. xyvrtye—form preferred to edrvxe by Porson, though 
Herodian the grammarian (2nd cent. 4.p.) tells us that ed-does 
not augment, av does to nu. 

20. ‘I grew up like some sapling, to my sorrow’. This 
recalls Jl. 18. 56,6 & dvédpayev Epvet Toos. nvgdpnv—there are 
alternative forms até» and avédvw, Eur, uses avéw in all but 
three places. todas A/rra. Cf. latum, érdnv. Most words 
from this root have a twofold signification, as TA7}uwy, TANMO- 
civn, TAnotKdpd.os, TANTOS, Viz. (1) enduring, persistent, some- 
times in bad sense, (2) wretched. 

21, 22. dawdddvtar...xarerxddy—the change of tense (as 
in 266) may sometimes be accounted for by the wish to make 
incidents expressed by the present more vivid. But the trage- 
dians often varied the tense for variety’s sake. Here the pres. 
may signify the enduring character of the result. 

23. adrds—sc. rarijp (Priam) implied in warpda: so Soph. 
Trach. 259, pxerac wodw | THv Hupurelay, rovde yap x.7.d. Cic. 
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- (quoting Pacuvius) de Or. 2. 46, neque paternum adspectum es 
veritus, QUEM &c. Qcodprjtw, ‘consecrated’, built for the gods, 
not by them. One of the scholia Oecds cal Oavpacris xricbévTt 
istame. The altar referred to in Bwpe is that of Zeds ‘Hpxe?os, 
as we see from Tro. 483, xaracgddyevr’ éd’ épxelw mupg and 
Vergil Aen, 2. 550 speaks of Priam, altaria ad ipsa trementem. 

24. maidds—Neoptolemus or Pyrrhus. 

25. «relver...cravavy—such repetition is frequent, especi- 
ally in Eur. Cf. A. Fur. 33, xretves Kpéovra Kal xravov apxer 
xX9ov0s. 

27. peOnx’, tv’...exy—‘ flung me into the billowy sea in 
order himself to have the gold in his house’. The subj. ano- 
malously follows an hist. tense to shew that the result still 
abides. [éyvy, however, may fairly depend on xrelve in 25.] 
According to Verg., Polymestor buried the corpse, but Ov. 
Met. 18. 438 follows Eur. exanimum e scopulo subiectas misit in 
undas. 

28. én’ dxris. So the best MS.—There is a variant 
dxrais, perhaps from 36, «/ac break, like pyyulv from 4/PAT, 
‘place where waves break’. dAdAor’—it is usual though not 
necessary to understand another d)\)ore in preceding clause, as 
in Soph. El. 752, dopovmevos awpds oddos, dAdor’ otpav@ | oxédy ~ 
mpopalywy, and Verg. Aen. 5. 830, sinistros | nunc dextros 
solvere sinus. 

29. ‘Carried about by many revolutions in the waves, (now 
up now down)’. Not ‘ebb and flow of tide’, for there was no 
tide properly speaking in Hellespont, which in view of the 

ancients was a river, [hence its epithet mdarvs]. StlavAo— 
strictly the limbs of a race-course; the chariots raced up one, 
turned at the post, xauarrjp, and then passed down the other 
limb to the finish. Aesch. Agam. 344 uses the same figure— 
Kapwat Siavdov Odrepov Kwdov adi, i.e. the Greeks have done 
only half their journey; the other half, the return, remains to 
be done. copovpevos—frequentative form, huc illuc iactatus. 

- 80. dkAavoros, drados—an echo of Il. 22. 386, akAavoros 
d0amros, the words occur Soph. Antig. 29, where, as here, their 
order is disputed. Cf. Aen. 11. 372, inhumata infletaque turba. 
imtp—‘ because of’, ‘for the sake of’, not=vmepavw, ‘above’, 
for if, as is the case, the ghost is visible (see 52), this interpre- 
tation would involve his being in two places at once, unless 
indeed we consider his statement in 31 sqq. a merely general 
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one. There is throughout some con sion betiveen P.’s spirit, 
and his corpse. Neue ns Ley! 

31. dloow—like ruo, is used of a 
or down and is both trans. and intrans, \J 
dé oxial diccovow, it is appropriately used” 
ghosts. The form in Attic poets is usually a 
gave rise to the variant dygoow in this place. Sead 

32. ‘Now for three days’ space have I hovered aloft, all 
such time as my illstarred mother’, &c. tpiratov—the term 
-acos=‘of so many days’ standing’, e.g. terapraios, 8. John 
xi, 39, ‘a corpse of four days’. Butcfi. Hdt. 4.113, r7 devrepalg, 
‘on the 2nd day’, and in this passage rpiratov is equivalent to 
tplrov, as in Hipp. 277, was & ov, tpiralay 7’ ovo’ dovros huépay. 

34. awdpa=mdpeorw—i.e. the prep. is intensified in mean- 
ing and then suffers anastrophe. 

35. vats gxovres=xaréxovres—‘ with their ships brought 
to, sit idle’, mdvres “Ax.=Hom. ravaxaol ’Ax. strictly 
applies to the main tribe of Greeks at Troy whose head-quar- 
ters were in Thessaly, but whose offshoots had spread to Pelo- 
ponnese, Ithaca and Crete. 

89. ‘Homeward guiding their sea-dipt oars’. ed0vvovras, 
plural words agree with a sing. collective, especially when used 
of living beings, and then take their right gender. - Cf. Aesch. 
Agam. 575, Tpolav éddvtes...crddos. Eur. Rhes. 46, orparos... 
édiémevot. | 

wrdtyv—the ‘blade’, then the whole oar. Grimm’s law 
tells us that rAarn is connected with Engl. flat: while blade 
is etym. connected with giAdor, foliwm. 

41, ripBo—a locative, like ofko, «icky, &e. [Or, a dat. 
commodi, ‘an acceptable sacrifice and special honour for his 
tomb’.] 

43. | Tempwpévyn—se. poipa or TUX. 

45. Svoiv...6vo—these juxtapositions, which are notable 
in tragedians in the case of numbers (see 896), are due partly 
to the love of distinctness and clearness, but still more to rhe- 
torical effect. Such are pdévos pdvors, mortali immortalitatem non 
arbitror contemnendam, ‘faith unfaithful kept him falsely true’ 
(Tennyson). 
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(49. &yrnodpnv—‘1 asked for myself and won’. Cf. Lat. | 

exoro. <A double accus. (for ruuB. xvpfoa is virtually a sub- 
stantive) as in Lat. is used with verbs of asking. 

51. rovpdv piv odv, x.7.A.—‘ For my part, then, all that I 
wished to get will result’. +vyetv here has an accus.; so Aay- 
xdvw usually and xvps in 697 [or rovpudy is subject of érrac]. 

53. wepd...wosa—cf. Alk. 1153, véoriuov 8 &dOos dda. 
Verbs denoting motion of the body may be followed by a dat. 
or acc. of the part of the body in motion, e.g. Baivew mdéa, 
xalvev oriua. In wéda érgocev, 1070, the prep. accounts 
for the transitive force. tré oxynvis— from under the tent’= 
vméx. There is no occasion to alter this reading: yet mpd, did 
have been suggested, and Porson adopts Musgrave’s umép ox7- 
vynv, ‘past or beyond the tent’. The constr. with gen. is 
justified by Hom. ime fvyou, Hes. vd xPovds, &e. - 

54, “Ayoy.—H. in ‘Troades’ falls to lot of Odysseus: 
here of Agam. 

55. tris=quippe quae. ‘Since in exchange for a royal 
home, thou hast seen a day of slavery’. é«. Soin Tro. 494, 
Kav 7édw kolras éxew | pucoio. vwrois Baciwixdy éx Seuviwr. 

56. mpdooes kaxos— farest ill’ must be carefully distin- 
guished from zroe?s kaxds, ‘ behavest ill’. 

57. dvTionkdoas—‘some god is ruining thee, and has 
given thee compensation for thy former blessedness’. drTi- 
implies counter balancing, and governs the gen. which follows. 
The word dyrionx. is intrans. in Aesch, Pers. 437, ws roicde kal _ 
dls dvricnxwoa porn, but if a trans, signf. seems necessary, 
~0opay may be supplied from @elpa. [The idea of compensa- 
tion is thoroughly Greek, and in its theological aspect is known 
as the doctrine of Nemesis. ] 

[59—99. Aninterlude. Enter Hecuba, supported by Trojan 
ladies; she describes herself as troubled with presentiment of 
disaster, with nightly visions of a fawn torn by a wolf and 
dragged from her knees. She longs for Helenus or Kasandra 
to interpret the dream. Achilles too has appeared above his 
tomb and demanded the gift of a Trojan maid; may the gods 
avert the omen from her daughter !] 

[As to metre, see appendix. The dialect of lyric passages 
is Doric, but the Doric forms are not very consistently used 
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by the different tragic writers. Its chief characteristics are 
the frequent use of a broad and rough a for 7 and w, and for 
-ov the gen. of Ist declension. Two letters are used where 
other Greeks employed a double consonant as of for ¢, e.g. 
pericderar. The most eminent writers in old Doric were 
Tyrtaeus (the lame schoolmaster who encouraged the Spartans 
during the Messenian war), Alkman (about 630 B.c. chief Spartan 
lyric poet), Theognis (elegiae and gnomic poet born about 570), 
Eipreharmas (comic poet of Kos and Sicily b. 540)]. 

59. Sdyev—tents of Achwan camp. 

60. ép8o0vca1—‘ supporting’. 

_ @iv—the reading of all MSS., more vigorous, lifelike, and 
better Gk. than voy which Pors. reads, and which perhaps 
crept in as an amplification. 

64. pov yeparas, x.T..—‘ taking me by my aged arm’. 
- This gen. comes ‘under class partitive, and its use is analogous 
to that with @xowa: (898) and other yerbs of seizing, grasping, 
holding, which have a gen. of the object: We say ‘by’ or 
‘on’; so Theocr. 4, 35, rov abilities midéas | Tas omas, 
‘ seized it by the hoof’, 

yépatas—obs. quantity of -at. Cf. El. 497, mahtiv Te Oncad- 
pioua, see 82, n. Pors. suggests without reading yeas. tmpoc- 
Aat.—if any "force is to be assigned to mpds it must be that of 
taking to oneself. aLdpar i is the form preferred by Attic poets 
especially Hur. to Adgouar, Ep. and Ion. collateral form of 
Aap Bary. 

65 sqq. ‘And I propping myself on a bent arm as on a 
‘staff will hasten the crawling motion of my limbs setting one 
foot before the other’. H.’s own arm, linked (8d) with that 
of her ladies, forms her stick: the epithet ‘bent’ is transferred 
from the stick to the arm; observe that Greek usage limits by 
an adj. a metaphor which seems too strong: e.g. Aesch. calls 
vultures Znvos kives, but corrects the metaphor at once by add- 
ing dxpayets, ‘dogs, but not barking dogs’. So here Eur, calls 
‘an arm oxirwva, but adds cKodidv, because real sticks are 
‘straight, not crooked. ‘The gen. thus used is called a definitive 
‘gen. [Two other interpretations are given, (1) a real stick. Cf, 
Cic, de div. 1. 30, incurvum et leviter a summo INFLEXUM BA~ 
cILLUM: then xepos means ‘by my hand’ and zporieica may 

- govern cxirwyvasupplied from oxtrave, (2) ‘supporting myself by 

E. H, 5 
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my hand on a bent stick’, i.e. on shoulders of her attendants: 
but this is scarcely consistent with mpocdaf. xepds above.] 
ox(trwvy—same root as oxynrpov, Lat. scipio: for interchange of 
e and i, cf. x0és, xOcfds, wévre, quinque: tmmos, equus. 

67. dpSpwv—strictly the socket of a joint (/ar, cf. artus, 
arms), and is generally joined with other more specific words, 
as dp0pa modotv, dp0pa trav Kikdwy, ‘the eyes’, dpOpa orépuaros, 
‘mouth’, &e., 

68. @ otep, Avds—‘O flashing light of day’. A similarly 
strong phrase is used by Soph., Trach. 99, Naumpz crepora 
preyéGwv, of the sun. So 709, Aros ddos. 

69. ‘Why, O why am I excited thus?’ ote as tandem in 
Lat., of strong appeals. This is a rather unusual sense of 
aipopat equivalent to uerewplfoua. tyvvxos—the Greeks prefer 
the adjectival form to 77 vuxri: it is a poetic form, more usually 
évyvxos Which is of three terminations, évyvxos of only two. 

70. ‘O sovereign earth, mother of darkwinged dreams’ (i.e. 
illomened, 705). Pors, wished to transpose this with 6 ckor. 
wot, 68, but x@av includes the nether world whence dreams 
come. mdry.a—one of the very few fem. trisyllables in -1d [cf. 
burma], a poetical title of honour used in Hom. of persons 
only, but in tragic poets often used as an epithet of earth. 

72. darotréptropar—‘ I deprecate’, Lat. abominor. 

73. d&v—ray is suggested metri gratia to make final syllable 
of dw long. owfoyévov—an instance of tragic irony; for the 
audience knew that her son was dead. 

76, é8dyv—‘I noticed and understood’ if we retain épuw 
%a8ov. This means she took particular heed to the dream: its 
interpretation she knew not, for she wishes to consult Helenus 
or Kasandra. édanv—is aor. pass. from ./da, ddw not being 
found: it is only used in the Chorus of Attic poetry. 

79. & xQ@ov. Oeol—‘ye nether gods’, see 70; better than 
‘gods of the country’, with which cf, Lat. dii indigetes, more 
appropriate but with less authority. ow#care—notice the dis- 
tinction between the momentary aorist and the continuous 
present Tov cwfopévov. 

> eo 80. dykup’ dr’ guov—this is the excellent emendation of 
Pors. after Reiske, dre being a particle of comparison, Other 
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readings are ér’ ayx. duev, éx’ éuwy, for the original dyxvpa 
7’ éuwy which is objectionable from the position of re, yet we 
have a parallel in 426, and in the position of qwe in elegiac 
verse, e.g. Tib. 1. 3. 56, Messallam terra dum sequiturque mari, 
and even in prose as Cic. inter nosque. [The metaphor in 
dyxupa is common in all languages; perhaps H. refers to 
Polyd. in these strong and at first sight exaggerated terms (for 
Helenus and Kas. were still alive) because he was the only 
child still at liberty]. 

81.  xvovwSy—most words in -oe.dys remain uncontracted, 
as Keparoerdys, wovoerdys, -oec Should strictly be contracted into 
ot as OnAots for Sydrders, but Oeoedys contracts into Geovdys. 
Opyxynv, Ep. and Ion. form of Opd«ny preferred by tragedians, 
though in other cases they choose the Doric as ’A@dva. Karéxet, 
‘dwells in’, 

82. marplov—so the best MS. Old reading was zarpywov 
which involved a difficulty in quantity. ovAaxatow—Greek 
idiom uses the plural in many words where we use the sing, 
€.g. wAovToL, yéAwres, évdeca, Kpéa, wupol, KptOal, adres, 265, n. 

83, t. véov—‘Some new sorrow will hap’. véov, like 
novae res, usually implies something untoward. The Greeks made 
great use of their neuts, sing. and plur. as in such phrases as 
Mapa ppovety, Kadov deldew, waxnréor (-Téa) early, 

85. ddlacros—‘at no other time does my soul thus un- 
_ ceasingly shudder and quail’. The der. is /xAw, cf. vépos and 

kvégas, x\atva and lana, and its general sense is ‘ unbending’ 
as we see in Hom. who uses it of war, battle, lamentation, JI, 
24, 549, und’ adlacrov ddvpeo, ‘mourn not incessantly’, 

86. .dploroe, rapBet—asyndeton, usual in agitation. 

87. mov more—‘ where ever’. So ti more, 69. Oclav— 
‘inspired’, hence ‘divining’=pav7ixyv. Cf. Aen. 8. 873 (of 
Helenus) canit divino ex ore sacerdos. Helenus, son of Priam 
and Hee. ; later traditions say that he was the only grown son 
of Priam who survived the Trojan war, and that he deserted the 
Trojans and married Andromache after Neoptolemus’ death. 
Kasandra was endowed with prophetic powers by Apollo, but 
no one would believe her. On the taking of Troy, Agam. won 
her and took her home to Mykenex, when his wife Klytemnestra 
murdered her from jealousy; see 1275. ; 

jy—Z 
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88. éof8#—conj. deliberativus [unless we call it like tOwuas . 
a Homeric fut.]. Goodwin, § 213. 2. KaodvSpas—this read- 
ing instead of Kdcavépay removes the difficulty which was felt 
about ‘EX. Wuxdv as though Hel. were already dead and only 
his soul could be spoken of; the phrase is equivalent to” E\evov 
simply. 

89. Kplvwow—if, when two or more substs. are joined by 
=‘ or’, the verb applies indifferently to both, it is put in the 
plur, e.g. Alk. 367, kal pw’ 086’ 6 TWdottwros xiwy | 008’ ovr 
korn Wuxotoumos av Xdpwy | éoxov. There is therefore no need 
to read xai for 7} in 88. 

90. ydp—the inferential force here is nil, and the particle 
merely introduces the dream. 

-  Padrtav—‘ dappled’ ./Bad- same word as varius. Eur. him- 
self explains the word Jph. Aul. 221 (of the horses of Kumelus), 
AevxooTixty Tpixl Baridv. | 

91. odatopévay...cmac8.—79, n. dvolkrws, the excellent 
reading of Pors., see metrical note. 

92: +68e—viz. what follows, so in Thuc., rade &\eyov com- 
mences, taira é\eyov ends a speech. 

96. Te—‘ was urgent in asking’, notice force of imperf. 
yépas, a gift of honour, strictly that called also éfa:perov, which 
the chiefs received before division of the spoil. ‘ 

99. dio...méupare—by tmesis for droméupare, ‘ avert’. 

100—154. mdpoS0s—The chorus of Trojan captive women, 
15 in number, enter the orchestra from the side, and marching 
either in ranks (xara ¢vyéa) or files (xara croixovs), muster 
round the @upéd7n, the raised altar of Dionysus in the centre of 
the orchestra, whence the xopypaios would direct its movements, 
They say, ‘ We have left our master’s tents not to lighten your 
sorrow, but as heralds of woe. Achilles has asked for a victim, 
and the Greeks in conclave have resolved to offer your daughter. 
In the debate, Agam. from regard to Kasandra, advocated your 
cause, but the opposition urged that Achilles’ spear was worth 
more than Kasandra’s bed. Odysseus turned the scale, with 
the plea that none should stand up among the dead and 
reproach Greeks for thanklessness to Greeks, He will be here 
anon to seize your daughter—supplicate the gods: so you will 
save yourself bereavement, or else you must see your daughter 
ie’, oA hee, NER Sito 5 PS pe < ~— 
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100. omovSy—is on the point of being ‘petrified’ into an 
-adverb. The dat. is one of manner, so Pig, ovy7, &pyy, loig, 
Spduw, KUKAw, dpy7. eAtaoOnv—‘I came away to thee’=Lat. 
secessi, 85, n. 

101. Seomordvovs—‘ of my master’, Attributive adjectives 
are used in Gk. and Lat. where we employ a preposition, e.g. 
Tedauwme mat, son of Telamon, ’Ayirela Adyx7n, 131, filius erilis, 
‘master’s son’.  Sullanus exercitus, ‘Sulla’s army’. 

102. ty’ ékAnp.— to which I was apportioned by lot’, with 
this sense of motion implied in iva, cf. Thuc. 4. 48. 6, és ry 
LixeNlav, iva wep TO TpwWTov WpunvTo, adwow\e’cavTes. There is a 
constant interchange of of and wot and such adverbs, just as 
we use ‘where’ and ‘whither’ rather loosely. [The captives 
would stand round: each warrior’s xA7jpos, marked, would be 
put into a helmet, a maiden would step forward, the helmet be 
shaken and the girl assigned to him whose lot leaped out]. 

104. doyx. aly. Sopr0sjp.—‘ captured at the spear’s point’, 
This is a pleonasm, especially dear to tragedians, e.g. 66, Phoen, 
328, diremXos dapewy, El. 310, avéopros lepayv. 

106, 7. ‘In no respect lightening thee of thy calamities, 
but having taken on myself a heavy weight of tidings’... od8év 
—is an adverb, as appears from the use of droxovd. in Or. 1341, 
ge is easily supplied. The gen. is one of separation. dpdpevyn 
—the long a is accounted for by the fact that aipw is con- 
tracted from delpw. 

109. ‘For in full conclave of the Achs. it is said that it 
was resolved to make thy daughter a sacrifice to Achilles’. 
doxéw, a legal t. t. especially of public resolutions, e.g. 2d0fe 77 
Bovd7, TP Snuw, So senatui placere in Lat. 

111. ripB. érBds—‘ mounted the tomb’. éi means ‘ to- 
wards’, and denotes the action of alighting upon. 

112. otc’ 6re=meministi quum, see 239 for this sense of 
oicfa, there is a conjecture 67: which is decidedly weaker, and 
Schaefer observes that the Greeks used a particle of time quite 
unnecessarily, e.g. 307, drav almost=édy. ypvoéos—‘ armour 
inlaid with gold’, unless this epithet apply to it as made by a 
god, after the epic manner. ovdv 6rA.—is a usual Homeric 
mode of expression, ‘with his armour on’. 

113. ‘Stayed the ships from going to sea, though their 
sails were braced on the halyards,’ i.e. ready to start. trovr.— 
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a usual epithet of ships: here it adds point to écxe, and 
becomes almost proleptic. ox¢5.—properly rafts for the nonce. 
Thue. 1. 10 conjectures from Homer’s statement the size of 
the ships which went to Troy, the largest holding 120 men, 
the smallest 50. 

114. mpor.—is more properly the sheet which held the 
mast in its place, fastened to the prow. Aatby—is acc. of ref. — 
mpor. dat. of instrument, unless ézeped. have a transitive sense, 
as in L.and 8. Cf. Hor. Sat. 1, 6. 74, laevo suspensi loculos 
tabulamque lacerto, and 910, 

115. Qwticowv— by this loud chiding’, perhaps strictly of 
the ery of an animal, akin to @¢s a lynx through ./krug= ‘ to 
ery’. Itis used as a hunting term, xvol Owvéar, Hippol. 219, and 

. when applied to men denotes a loud impulsive shout. Soph. 
uses it of the cry of Ajax (4j. 308, 335). 

116. ‘Whither then set ye forth? —67 like 6yra strongly 
emphasizes a question. Aavaol—according to Mr Gladstone 
is a purely military denomination; historically or politically 
the Greeks could not be so called in the heroic age. 

118—121. ‘Then clashed there waves of frequent strife, 
and through the warrior Hellenic host there ’gan to pass two 
diverse streams of opinion, some minded to present a sacri- 
fice at the tomb, some not’, £€vyématoe,—intrans. as in Aesch. 
Prom. 885, Oodepol 5 Néyou watova’ eixn | orvyvAs mpds Kvmacw 
‘a@rys. The MS. reading éuvérece is unmetrical. tipBo—lo- 
cative, Cf. 31 n. SoKxovv—acc. absol. see 506. This con- 
struction is confined to neut, participles, mostly some simple 
word or compound of eiul, e.g. évov, wapdv, éédv, Sdéav, Séov. 

122. ‘Eagerly advancing thy interest, constant in honour. 
to the bed of the inspired prophetess’, i.e. Kasandra. dvéxov— 
so Soph. Aj. 212, éwel ce déxos Sovpiddwrov | oréptas avéxer 
Povpios Alas. 

125. +t& Ono.—Demophoon and Akamas his sons by 
Phaedra. 6fa—‘two scions’ 20 n, 

126, S8iccav—‘two’, not dissonant, which would be 
durdwv. We have in Soph. Aj. 57, duccol ’Arpetiar. The rhe- 
torical opposition diccwy...~id is quite Huripidean, 45 n., 896. 

128. orehbavovv—double idea of ‘crowning’ and ‘ho- 
nouring’ as schol. says, comes from crowning victors at games, 
Cf. Soph. Ant, 431, xoatou rpiamdviowc. Tov véxvy orépe:. 
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129. xdwp@—(xro7, tender grass), ‘fresh, young’. a- 
kpaipvés, 5387, conveys same idea, 

130. ‘They declared they would never set K.’s couch before 
A.’s spear’, or rather ‘ the warrior Achilles’.' See 101 n. 

132. ‘Now well-nigh equal was the zeal for the hotly- 
contended arguments, till the wily-minded, bullying, sweet- 
tongued people-courtier’, &c. Katrarev. The xara is intensi- 
tive. mowuwdddpav—an echo of Homer’s epithet mocxidouhrns, 
which however is an epithet of honour. «éms—practically 
same as xomls ‘an axe or chopper’. The Schol. explains 
‘orator’ but the idea of xéwrw requires to be brought out. 
Possibly ‘incisive’ as Paley suggests; but there is a pointed 
antithesis: Odys. would be bully or fawner to serve his pur- 
pose. Eur. was perhaps thinking of Hyperbolus, or Kleophon 
the demagogue, or some contemporary. . 

135. me(Qa—é¢rewe would be the true grammatical sequence 
after awply, but that would imply that the effect of the principal 
verb had altogether passed: the present tense brings the result 
on to the time of the speaker’s remark. 

137. SovrAwv chaylwv—=dovNlwy. Cf. orpardv alxunrny 
120, dovdAns yuvarxds 1253, servum pecus. Hor. | 

141. _‘ Who have died for the sake of’, 

143. ‘Now Odys. will be here almost immediately to drag 
away’, &c. Scov ovK—so drt wy, door ovrw(Thuc.). Lat. tantum 
non. ahé\Ewv—corresponds rather to supine in -wm than to 
fut. participle, to detractum rather than detracturus, 

- 144. qmadov—the young of any animal, men included; so 
pooxov, of a young girl, 526, rados, of a youth, Phoen. 954. 

146. vaots—supply zpos from latter part of sentence; so 
Hel, 863, Tpoias 5¢ gwOels awd BapBdpov xOovds. 

148. «rypvece—‘ loudly call upon ’, ‘hail’, as we speak of 
hailing a ship. The ancients looked with suspicion on silent 
prayer, — 

149. yatav—the reading of MSS., corrected to yalas by 
Pors. for sake of metre. But -ay is lengthened in the pause, 
see 83, metrical note. 

151: déphavdy—in Att. sometimes of two terminations. Cf, 
296, 592. 
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152 sqq. ‘Or thou must see thy virgin prostrate before 

the tomb, incarnadined with blood as it runs in dark-gleaming 
flow from her. gold-decked throat’. tvpBov—depends on zpo- 
in wpomern. Two MSS. read riuBw locative. Sate he 
refers to usual adornment of maidens. Cf. IU, 872 (of -a 
young warrior) 6s kat xpvsov éxwv trodépuovd’. ‘ibe fire, Kovpy, 
though by the analogy of Suppl. 1054 the adorning may he 
for sacrifice. vacp. peXav.—in apposition with atpare. 

[155—443, First Episode. After Hecuba’s monody, a series 
of expressions of woe, and the attempts of Polyxena to console 
her, which conclude with a lament that she cannot share her 
mother’s slavery, and a noble expression of disregard for her 
own life (155, 215), the action of the play continues. Odys. 
enters: Hec. appeals to him for protection on the score of past 
favours shown, Odys: urges the extreme necessity of. not 
neglecting due honours to:the brave, and the scene closes with 
the removal of Polyx. H. faints.] 

156. axe—Doric for nx. 

157. 8eAala yrjpws— forlorn because of’. This is analo- 
gous to the gen. of exclamation, as tov yacunuaros, ‘ what a 
swallow ! Goodwin, §.173. 3: 

159. deptds—poetical form of gopyrjs, i.e. verbal from 
dépw, not popew. 

160. ‘Who is my helper ? what child? what city ?’ ‘trola— 
differs but little from ris. yévva—[This word can lengthen the 
final syllable, as in Iph. Taur. 159, like 7é\ya in Pindar ; yeved. 
is read by Pors. to avoid the difficulty ;] the word may fairly 
mean either ‘child’ or ‘people’ just as Eur. uses Drdprwr 
yévva, Ppvywy yévva, Kevraipwr yévva. 

162. pov8os—‘i is dead’, lit. ‘gone’; ; 80 olxouat, BéBnxa, 
The der. is mp0-d60s, cf. poluioy, ppovptov. 

164. mot 8 fow;—strictly an acc. is required as with 
dpydaw and verbs of sending ; many amendments have been 
proposed. Schol. reads How from inue=eo for which there is 
no evidence. Musgrave, zo? 5 jow moda; Tis. 

166. ‘O daughters of Troy that have brought evil tidings’. 
Tpeddes—like Troiugenae and Aeneadae, &c. Reference is to 
107. 

169. * No more to me is life in this light of day object of 
desire’, Blos év pder—little more than flos. Hom. Odys. 
10, 498, rc fwew Kal opay paos jedlovo. , 
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172. aitAdv—the tent where Polyx. is. 

172 sqq. See introd. for bearing of this passage on the 
date of play. 

176. bdpav—‘tidings’. A/FA cf. dnul, fama, fari. 

179. kapvgac—We should rather have expected the fut. 
for H. as yet had announced little or nothing. déor’—Ep. 
particle of comparison, but found in 204 of this play. 

180... éerragas—Dor. = éférrnias, ‘startled me from the. 
tents’. mrnoow is usually intrans. ‘crouch’, except pera 
in Il. 14, 40, rr7te dé Oupov évl ornbecow Ayaor. 

182. op. por kaka—‘ a sad prelude methinks’. yuo, ethical 
dat %. 

184. eas8a—kpiyqs—Notice change in tense: latter makes 
a more definite request: the line is copied from Il. 1. 363, 
éfavda un Kevde vow, iva elSouer audw. 

185.  Sep....dvarrévers—an elliptical mode of speech. ‘TI 
fear (and fearing doubt) why thou liftest up {ava) thy voice in 
lament’. , 

189 sqq. ‘A public decree of the Argives gt aotege 
aims at thy slaughter at the tomb in honour of Peleus’ son’. 
pos ia «ea implies the process of dragging her to the 
tomb nrcla yévva—this reading avoids the difficulty which 
is found in the common reading IIy\eléa yévva, for that would 
be Neoptolemus, not Achilles. [The variants are (1) Aca 
yévva, and dat. xowg yvwua, ‘the child of P. intends by 
common decree;’ (2) ’Apy. yévva might="Apyeto, like more 
common yévos; (3) yévyva may be voc, ‘O my child’]. 

193. dpéyapra kaxov—' how utterest thou most unenvi- 
able woes’ = d@édvyra, some have preferred the idea of ag@ovos, 
‘unstinted’, ‘numerous’. The neut. plur. thus joined with a 
gen. is very common; and is imitated by Hor. amara curarum, 
dura navis (gen.). 

197. pot—dat. eth.; notice the elegance of its position, 
These lines are at first sight weak after 189—191, but the 
repetition is full of pathos. 

199. Svor. parep Prords—Take these words together and 
make 6. 8. gen. of quality, so 211.. Observe that Eur. is — 
fond of repeating a word or phrase in choral parts. 
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203. mats 68’—‘I thy child here’, like hic, dd¢ is used of 
a speaker indicating himself, 

205. pédoxov—142 n, 

207. “Av8a—‘to Hades’, dat. of motion is not common, 
it recalls Hom. Jl. 1. 3, “Avé: ean So in Lat. it clamor 
caelo (Verg.), nigro compulerit gregi (Hor.). 

213. ‘But my life, its outrage and its shame, I weep 
not after’ (uerd), i.e. she does not regret the loss of life. Cf. 
Med. 996, weracrévouat 6¢ ody adyos. Other translations are 
(1) therew: ith, at same time, (2) too late, after the event, ®) with 
a notion of change, i.e. from death to life. 

214, @Oavetv=70d Oaveiv. 

216. Kal pynv—‘and lo’, usual formula for introducing a 
new person on, stage, as in oratory it begins a new argument, 
and in description a new incident. 

[217—250. Enter Odysseus. He reminds H. of the decree 
and says that he has come to take away her daughter; he 
advises submission and deprecates all violence. H. in reply 
mourns that she did not die before, and asks leave to put a 
question, if a slave may be allowed to address a freeman. She 
recalls his visit as a spy to Troy, her discovery and conceal- 
ment of him, his urgent entreaties for life, and her saving 
of him.] 

218. yivar.—‘ lady’, a title of respect. 

219. Kpavletoav— ratified’. 

221. mpdos 6p0. xopa—l190 n. 

224. trecrat—This is the excellent emend. of Nauck for 
usual éréorn which is tame after ériordrys. 

225. otc’ ov § Spdcov—‘ dost thou know what to do? 
neither be torn from her by violence nor come to any conflict 
of blows with me’. This curious phrase which means properly 
‘do, dost thou know what?’ recurs often in Eur,, Soph. and 
Aristoph. 

227. ‘Know thy powers’, i.e. thy real powerlessness. Cf. 
Xen. Anab. 1. 6. 7, dor’ avd @yvws rHyv ceavrod divamur. 

228. ‘*’Tis wise, I ween, even in troubles, to have wise 
thoughts’. rot gnomic, i.e. its province is to introduce a pro- 
verb or sentiment, 
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234. ‘But if a slave may ask questions of the free, neither 
grievous nor vexing to the heart, then it is befitting that thy 
speech indeed should have been spoken but that thou shouldst 
hear me when I ask these questions’. [Prof. Paley follows a 
scholiast in making col=pods oé, ‘’tis to thee our speech must 
be addressed’, but this loses the force of thé tense. Weil, ob- 
jecting that Odysseus had finished speaking and that Hecuba 
did not wish him to cease entirely, conjectures oé uév épwracdac 
xXpewr. | ; 

235. 4-not ov, because the statement is general, 237. 
Hee. vores of herself in the plur. and the rule is that in such 
cases the masc. must be used. 

238. xpdvov—causal gen. after verb of envying. ‘I do 
not grudge thee on the count of time’, Goodwin, § 173. 1. 

239. otc8a—‘ dost remember ?’ 

240. ‘And from thy eyes gouts of blood dripped down upon 
thy chin’, The allusion is not to his weeping ‘ tears of blood’, 
but to his general ghastly appearance when he entered Troy as 
a spy and had mutilated himself, pretending that the Greeks 
had maltreated him. The story is told by Hom. Od. 4. 244 sqq., 
where Helen not Hecuba recognises him: as the schol. 
remarks, Hec. would hardly have let him go. @08ov and 6édov 
have been conjectured, and if adopted, then orad. would refer. 
only to ‘tears’. 

242. ‘Yes, for it did not touch merely the surface of my 
heart’, i.e. it cut deep. The gen. is partitive. 

244, pepv...€X@ovres—the participle is regularly used after 
vbs. of emotion. 397. The constr. is imitated by Verg. Aen. 2. 
377, sensit...delapsus in hostis, i.e. se delapsum fuisse. 

246. ‘Yea, till my hand grew numbed within thy robes’. 
The ye confirms the previous speaker’s assertion and adds a 
new feature. 

247. 8xyra—‘ prithee’. 

[251—295. Hecuba to Odys. ‘You owe me gratitude not 
unkindness. I hate you orators who speak to please, care- 
less what injury you inflict. Why was my daughter to die, a 
human sacrifice, where a beast would have served? Achilles 
has no grudge against her; Helen, alike as the cause of mis- 
ehief and as the loveliest, would have been the best victim. 
Such is the plea of equity. For you, I claim your gratitude: 
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give me a life for a life: you have power I know, but use it not 
unlawfully; go, urge the Greeks to change the decree; ye did 
not always kill women; your law is to care alike for slave and 
free—and your prestige would persuade them even against 
their interests’. ] | 

251. Bovdedpaoww— because of these schemes’, causal dat. 

252. émra0es—‘ didst experience’, 

253. Stvy=dvvacac—there is no occasion to regard this as 
a subj.: indeed, though there are occasional instances of such 
use, yet more properly dy should be inserted to complete the 
constr. diva, which Pors. preferred, is condemned by Herm. 
as a Doric form, | 

954. ‘All the sort of you who affect a speaker’s fame’. 
Eur. has clearly in mind some reference to a contemporary : 
he had an intense dislike of mere oratory apart from principle, 
as we see from Or, 907, drav yap 750s Tots Néyo.s, Ppovay KaKas | 
melOy To wAHOOS, TH WoAEL Kaxdv péya. Aristoph.’s savage attacks 
upon him in this respect are most unfair. 

258. ‘But pray what policy did they find in this—that they 
determined upon a vote of death against this my daughter’, 

260. +O xpiv—poet. form of ypjva. The suggestion 
xpecv is unnecessary. ode is used of all genders sing. and 
plur. 

263. telve. dd6vov—‘ aims death’, metaphor from a bow. 

264. elpyaora.—‘has done him no hurt’. This middle 
sense of perf. pass. is found more especially in words meaning 
doing or performing. This particular word is in Soph. always 
middle. Cf. jpyar, yéypaupat, maperkevacuat. 

265. mpooddypata—there is not much additional point 
in the plur. and there is a variant rpdcgayud tr. We find an 
analogy in 616 cxnvapara. Soph. Antig. 568, vunpeta=viudyy, 
see 82 n. : 

266. dderev...dye.—for change of tense see 21 n, 

268. ovx pov réSe—-this is not our concern’. H. means 
that on the score of beauty as well as of just vengeance Helen 
was the more suitable victim. 

269. éxmpererraty—‘ supereminent’, The MSS. vary be- 
tween this and edmpereordry. | 
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_ '271, ‘On score of justice this is my contention and argu- 
ment’. The phrase=rvie rhy duAdNay Adyou duihtoua. She 
_wishes to contrast the plea of equity with her personal appeal 
to gratitude of Odys. 

274, ypatas—Valckenaer’s correction for the unmetrical 
-yepaas, but see 64 n. 

275. oov—partitive gen. after ray airay, ‘the same paris 
of thee’, i.e. hand and cheek. 

280. 1 S&—‘for she’. 

282. ovs kparobvras—plur. used to prevent too direct a 
reference to Odys. @ pi) xpedv ‘in unlawful things’. m7 is 
used because the whole class of things unlawful is included. 
Cf. Bacch. 515, rt yap un xpewv otro xpedv madetr.. Xpedy is 
indeclinable. Cf. Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, ‘it is 
excellent | to have a giant’s strength, but tyrannous | to use it 
like a giant’. 

283. mpdfeav is properly referred back to rovs KpaT. as 
subject. 

284. av wor ’—implying that it is sono more. Cf. fuimus 
Troes (Verg.), [perhaps etrvxoica may be supplied]. 

285. Double acc. is used after verbs of depriving. Goodwin, ~ _ 
§ 164. This may be explained as a combination of direct and ier 
indirect accusatives ‘robbed me as to’. 

286. @ tr. yév.—here she takes him by the beard. 

288. tapnydpyrov— counsel them to change’ (apd). 
The words introduced by #s (=nam) are the comment of H.., 
not the words which Odys. is to use in council. @@évos equi- 
valent to véyects, i.e. it excites the anger of the gods. 

291. 8&—‘for’. Here Eur. refers. to heroic times the 
custom of his own age. Demosth. in Mid. p. 529 gives us 
the law of J8ps or outrage, and says that slaves and free 
were treated alike. 

293—5. ‘Thy prestige, though it speak but ill, will per- 
‘suade them: for the same speech has not the same weight 
when it comes from the insignificant as (when it comes) from 
those of repute’. Aéyy—is the MS. reading, and cannot be 
the same in sense as \éyys which is substituted for it.. There 
‘is no doubt some violence to language in saying that ‘his 
prestige speaks’, but dflwpa is the personification of an ab- 
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straction. Cf. Hipp. 11, dyvot TlirOews madevuara. [kaxas— 
is sometimes interpreted ‘against their interest’, under the 
idea that Odys. as a notable speaker would not be disparaged 
by any accusation of indifferent pleading.] 

295. trav Soxotvray—a recognised phrase = evdoxiuwrv, hence 
perhaps the use of the article: cf. Troades, 609, where ra 
doxovvra and ra undev dvra are contrasted. 

296. oreppos—151 n. 
297. Wrs= aore— as not to shed a tear’. So also the 

simple relative és. Hel. 501, av ip yap ovdels wde BdpBapos 
ppévas | ds bvopu’ dxovcas Tovpdr od Swoer Bopdy. Cf. Scott, tel: 

‘Breathes there the man with soul so dead, 
Who never to himself hath said, 
This is my own, my native land !’ . 

[299—331. Odys. to Hec. ‘You personally I can save: 
but I cannot gainsay my promise to give your daughter to the 
bravest warrior we had. To do so would be bad in principle: 
for states would suffer if their champions were not duly 
honoured : no one would take the field if he thought his bravery 
would not command respect. I myself should like to have 
honour paid to my tomb, however little might suffice me in 
life. And do not imagine yourself alone in suffering; we, 

too, have aged widows. So endure: we will take the conse- 
x quences of our reverence of our warriors: you barbarians may 

do as you will, and reap the proper fruits of your conduct’.] 

299. ‘Be advised and do not by reason of thy anger regard 
in thy mind thy good counsellor asa foe’, 88dé0xov—(mid.) 
usu. =‘ get some one taught’. to dvpovpévp—article and neut. 
participle equal a subst.; a constr, very common in Thucy-. 
dides. Svopevy is the predicate. 

301. +d piv odv oapa— ‘thy person’. So Soph. Ant. 675, 
Tav & Speen | owver Ta TOAAA cHUAd’ y Teapxia. 

302. KovK adAdws Aéyw—‘ and not idly do I speak’, 

307. mpd8upos—‘ ready ’. 
308. épytat—‘ wins for himself no more than his in- 

feriors’, Cf. Soph. Ant. 637, éuol yap ovdels aiiwoerar ydmos | 
petgov péper Gal cov Karas yyouuévov. 

309. jpiv—‘at our hands’. Almost a dative of the agent. 
811. ‘Is not this shame to us if we make use of a friend 

while he lives, but when he is dead no longer treat him 
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in friendly wise?’ There is a double sense here of xpapar— 
(1) to make use of a person, as in Xen. Anab, 1. 4. 8, kal épe? 
ovdels ws éya, ws pmev av wapy Tis, xp@ua, érecdav dé amiévat 
BovrAnrat «.7.. (2)=uti amico, ‘to treat as a friend’. [Cobet, 
Obs. Criticae, suggests éypwue0’, bringing into more striking 
contrast the different times, past and present.] BAémovrtt is 
used as ol Bdérovres, ‘the living’. Cf. Ter. Eun. 73, vivus 
vidensque pereo. 

312. tSAwAe—the MS. reading, softened down by some to 
dmweort. 

315. didropvxrjcopev—‘ play the coward’. Observe that 
this line is spoken by Odys. as his own sentiment: if he 
had put it into the mouth of anyone else, the conjunctive 
would have been used. 

317. Kal pojv—‘and look you’, 216 n. Ka’ qpép.—con- 
nect closely with the words which follow, ‘if with but small 
supply day by day’. kal ei states an imaginary or reluctantly 
admitted, ef xai an actual case. 

319. ‘But my tomb I should like to see deemed worthy of 
honour’. épao0a:—mid. but probably in poetry =active. 

320, 8a paxp.—‘ for long lasting is the reward’, The sen- 
timent is like that which Antigone expresses (Soph. Ant. 76), 
where she refuses to please the living rather than the dead, 
€xel yap det xeloouat. 

323. 78&—Epic form common enough in Aesch, but other- 
wise of doubtful tragic usage. 

324. vupdlov tyr.—Goodwin, § 174. 
325. KevOe.—act. in sense whereas the perf. xéxevOa is 

often intrans. ‘is buried’, cf. gpecmw, jpurov, tornut, EornKa. 

326 seq. ‘If our custom of honouring the dead is a mis- 
taken one we shall (willingly) incur the charge of folly, but 
‘do ye barbarians neither regard your friends as friends, nor 
admire those who have bravely died, that so Hellas may 
prosper and ye may win reward to match your thoughts’ 
(i.e. may suffer because you refuse to honour the dead). 
[kaxas may be, but not so well, taken with riwarv.] 

326. ToApa rad’—‘ endure this’. 
327. ébd.—strictly, ‘to lose a lawsuit’. Cf. Soph. Ant. 

470, oxeddv Te pwpg pwplav dpdioxdvw, and debeo in Hor. Od. 
A. 14, 15, tu nisi ventis | debes ludibrium, cave, 
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830. as dv—‘that so’. It is difficult to see that any 
change is effected by introd. of dy which in Hom: and Hdt. 
is used with opt. as well as subj. Goodwin, § 216, 1. n. 2, 
[Herm. says=dummodo, ‘ provided that ’.] 

- [832—341. The Chor. laments slavery as an evil. Hee. 
appeals to her daughter to. attempt Odys. with all sweet notes 
of-woe: for he, too, has children, and will pity her fate.] 

332. ‘Slavery, what an evil is it. ever, and it tolerates 
indignities under tyranny of force’. The reading adopted 
in the text is that given by Stobaeus (flor. about 500 a.p. 
quotes more than 500 passages of Eur.) and is simple and 
consistent. vod\udy and mepuxévac which are variants also go 
well together. vix@mevor is also read for kpatovpevov. , 

334. otpol—by crasis from of éuol. 

335. dpovdo.—supply elo, which is usually omitted in 
this connection. par. prp9.—‘ cast idly to the winds’, The 
tragedians prefer this fuller form to fupévres. 

337, 8. ‘By uttering every note which comes from the 
nightingale’s throat’. mdcas=-avrolas. ietoa, (the . is com- 
mon), #ore=ws, see 179 n. [The common epithets of the 
nightingale, Alyea, Avy’gwvos, flebilis, querula, illustrate the 
appropriateness of the comparison. Polyx. had need of a © 
tongue like that of the much-wronged Philomela. ] 

338. pa) orep.—in prose rov uy would be required: it 
shows very clearly the relation of cause and effect. 

340. mpddaciw—‘a plea’, often though not necessarily 
a false plea. amet0e—‘try to persuade’. ‘he definite act of 
persuading would have been expressed by aor. For appeal 
made on the score of children, cf. Alk. 275 (Admetus to Alk. 
on point of death) u7 pos raltdwy obs 6ppavers. | 

[342—378. Polyxena sees Odysseus showing signs of 
shrinking from her appeal and assures him that she is willing 
to follow him to death. For slavery is abominable to her, a 
king’s daughter and once sought in marriage by princes, a rival 
‘of the gods, save in being mortal, She shrinks from menial 
offices or degrading alliance with a slave. If she is to die, let 
her die free. She urges her mother to accept the position. ] 

342. dpa owe Kptwrrovra=Sri Kpimres: verbs of perception 
-usually take a participial construction not an object clause. 
Goodwin, § 280. Se&tdv—the right hand and beard were seized 
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by suppliants, who were watched over and avenged by Zeds 
ixéovos. 

344, ‘yeverdSos—gen. of the object aimed at. Goodwin, 
§ 171, 

345. ixéovov Afa—‘thou hast escaped my suppliant Zeus’, 
i.e. his vengeance [or Polyxena regards Zeus as her colleague 
in entreaty, identifying him with her cause]. 

346. os—‘be sure that’. ‘ye strongly emphasizes éYoua: 
‘not only shall I not seek to avoid but will even court death’, 

347. BovArjropai—the fut. with ef shows that she can still 
avail herself of the choice. 

348. dirouvxos—‘ cowardly’, cf. 315. §S. John xii. 25, 6 
giiav Thy pux}v adrod dmohéce airnv. 

349. The tragedians often express a negative by an inter- 
rogative. ‘What call have I to live?’ is equivalent to, but 
livelier than, ‘I have no, &¢.’ ydp—referring to a suppressed 
thought. 

tiv—other verbs which contract into 7 not a are diWdw, 
FEWAW, TUAW, Xpaw, Xpdoua, and sometimes kvaw and Yaw. 

pev—answered by dé, 354, 
350. mparov Blov—‘this is the glory of my life’. 

352. ‘A bride for kings, with no mean rivalry for my nup- 
tials, to whose hearth and home I shall come’. ydpov=-epl 
vyauwv. Thuc. 1, 140, ro rav Meyapéwr Yydiopa, ‘the decree 
about the Megareans’. 

353. addlEopat—for more usual optative, Polyxena reverting 
for a moment in thought to the time when the choice still lay 
open to her. 

Sapa éoriav re—almost a hendiadys, the hearth being with 
all Aryan nations the most sacred and central part of the daua. 
*‘Eorla—Vesta, was the only deity common to Greeks and 
Romans. 

354, §’—‘for’. 1] Stcr.—‘articulus insignis’, as Bengel 
calls it. 

”"T$a—the mountain which overhung Troy: cf. 631 note, 

355. The caesura-in this line is not complete. dméBXer- 
ros—‘ conspicuous’; so Vergil G, 3. 17, victor Tyrio conspectus 
(=conspiciendus) in ostro. 

E. H. 6 
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dd denotes that men look from others to her. péra with 
dative is mainly an epic usage. Gopaein, § 191. v1. 3. Kirchhoff 
boldly reads wap0évwr. 

- 856. wdyv—adverb. 6 eeidany——asu: of respect. 

357. viv 8’—‘but as things are’, totvoya—‘the name (of 
slave) by its strangeness makes me in love with death’. 

858. eiw@ds Sy—such a combination of two participles is 
rare: cf. Hom. Il. 19. 80, émiarépevoy rep édvra. Aristoph. 
Frogs 721, ovre yap rovrow ovow ob KexiBdnrevpévors. 

359. dv...dv—the repetition of dy is emphatic. Soph. Ant. 
69 (Antigone is indignantly refusing her sister’ 8 aid), ot’ ay 
Kerevoain’ or’ dv ef Oédots Ere | mpdaocew, éuod y’ dy Hdéws Spins 
oe 

av pévas—‘of savage heart’, acc. of specification, 
Goodw win, § 160, 

360. Serrorév Sotis—a like combination of sing. and pl. 
occurs Med. 220, Bporay | doris orvyci. wvijretar—ef, aglfouat, 
352 note. dpyvpov—gen. of price, Goodwin, § 178. 

362. ‘Imposing upon me the harsh service of making 
bread at home and of sweeping the house and standing over 
the loom,’ harshly will he tse me’. kKepxfs—in the iords or 
upright loom is the ‘rod’ or in later times ‘comb’ by which 
the threads of the woof were driven home so as to make the 
web even and close. It is probably derived from xpéxw (an 
onomatopoetic word=‘to strike’) and was probably held in 
the hands. calpev—including all menial offices. [oéonpa aad 
tenses formed from it mean ‘to snarl’, ‘to sneer’. ] 

eperrdvar.—similar short forms of the perf. inf. used by 
Attic. writers are reOvdvat, BeBdvat, TeTrAGVaL, JedecTvdvat, Hpt- 
ordvat. Avwpds and Avmnpds are collateral but distinct forms: 
it must not be thought that one is a contracted form of the 
other. dvaryKdore.—following so soon after dvaykny is to us 
ill-sounding, but cf. e.g. 223, émusrarys, éréorar 

366. tupdvvev yf.—‘ deemed worthy of princes’. [The 
Greek TUparvos (Doric form of kolpavos, a ruler) might or might 
not be ‘a tyrant’, being a despot who had gained his power by 
force or fraud, whether he exercised it ill or well. The early 
tyrants did as a rule govern well, but the words of the Corinth- 
ians at Sparta (B.c. 509), when dissuading the Spartans from 
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replacing Hippias in Athens by force, show the hateful ex- 
cesses into which they might fall, Hdt. 5. 92.] 

367. ov Sira—‘no indeed’, djra strongly emphasizing the 
word after which it stands; cf. rl dijra; ras d7ra; how pray? 
cf. notes on 247, 623. déyyos—a Greek loved the light, and 
all dying addresses (e.g. those of Ajax, and Alkestis, and Dido, 
Vergil Aeneid 4 copied from the Ajax) bid a loving farewell to 
the sun and his light. éed8epov—freedom was a passion with 
the Greek. We should have expected é\ev@épa and some 
editors read é\evdépwy ; but it is one of the many instances of 
transferred epithets. : 

369. dy’ odv p’—Porson’s correction after an old com- 
mentator for dyou pm’. &ywv—the present participle is rather 
loosely used, 

370. édmls is distinguished from 8d as being better 
grounded. Plato contrasts 664 mere ‘opinion’ or ‘seeming’ 
with émicrnun, ‘certain knowledge’. tov=vivos is contracted 
from the Ionian form reo found in Homer, and is only found 
in Attic. It is similarly placed Aesch. Prom. 21, Ww’ otre puviv. 
otre Tov popdiy Bporey | dpe. 

372. prep, od 8’—in suddenly addressing a new person 
first comes the vocative, then the pronoun, then the particle. 
1287, ‘ExdBy od 5’ @ k.T.2X. 

373. d€yovra pyre Spa@ca—‘ neither by word nor act’, 
supply unre before Aéyouca. [Some MSS. and editors read 
pndé, but r. unde SpSoa=‘saying but not doing’.] ovpBovdov, 
‘join in wishing for my death’. Beware of confusing BovAouac 
and its compounds with Bovdcdw.. : 

, 874. Oavety—substantive, object of cvp~Bovdov. 
375. Stobaeus quoting this passage reads wévwv, 878 év 

KaKois, 380 mAciorov. 

377. pdddov evtvxéorepos—double comparatives are occa- 
sionally met with. Eur. Hippolytus 485, waddov ddylwv, Soph. 
Antig. 1210, uadAXov docov, Shakespeare, Tempest, 1. 2, ‘more 
better’. . 

378. Nauck suspects this verse, perhaps with reason. On 
the one hand it is just such a verse as copyists would insert, 
on the other hand Euripides often ends with such saws, 

py) KaAds—‘if with dishonour’, mu) adding a hypothetic 
touch, © 

6—2 
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379. ‘Marvellous and notable among men is the stamp of 

noble birth and rises to higher repute of nobility’, 

-Xapaxrijp—a metaphor from the stamping of money. Mil- 
ton (with whom Euripides was a great favourite) may have: 
borrowed hence, ‘ Reason’s mintage | charactered in the face’. 
éoS\ov—gen. of origin, Soph. Ant. 38, et’ ed-yevns wépuxas etr’ 
écO\av xaxyn. Euripides had a high opinion of the value of 
good birth, but it must be accompanied by nobility of nature. 
Kat petLov tpxerat—Soph. Phil. 258, 7 8 éux vocos | det réOnre 
Kdml wetfor pxerar. Svopa, acc., the nom. would require rotvoua 
in strict Greek. 

[382. Hecuba. Let me be substituted for Polyxena; I am 
the mother of that Paris who slew Achilles. Odysseus. Nay 
it is Polyxena whom Achilles demands. Hecuba, Let us die 
together: nothing shall avail to separate us, I will cling to her 
as ivy to the oak.] 

382. elras—the quick Greek uses the aorist in order to 
‘revert to the precise moment, so dwémrruca I loathe, érjveca 
I praise, édetaunv I accept. 

383. ‘But to that good is added pain’. ds 

+ IInkéws—a spondaic caesura is allowable in the fifth foot 
when the first part of it is a monosyllable capable of beginning 
a sentence, or the second part a monosyllable incapable of be- 
ginning one. 

884. yéyov—‘the blame’ of not honouring the brave. 
386. dyovres—cf. dywv, 369 note. tpas—‘me only’, Cf. 

237 note. 

391. ddA\d—‘at any rate’, This use of dd\\a is due to an 
ellipse, duels de, ef uo wdvynv pe Bovdecbe Horetoat, a\rAa Ovyarpl 
gTupPovevoare. ; 

392. Eur. Troades 381, ovd¢ pis radpous | é08’ doris adrots 
alua yH dwpnoerat. The earth is endowed with life and sense. 

mopa—the correction of Porson for réua of MSS., this not 
being an Attic form. 

394. els, the reading of the best MS., is better than o7s of 
most editors. ‘We must not add one death to another, would 
that the obligation even of this death were spared us’. pmde 
(not ov5é) is used because wPelhouey expresses an unattainable 
wish. The aorist is more usual than the imperfect, and often 
in the form ei@’ wPedov. Supply mporpépew from mpocowréos. _ 
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396. ‘ye (condemned by Hermann) is forcible, 

397. ‘How? for I am not aware that I have masters’. 
Kextypévos—this participle (nom. because it refers to the sub- 
ject of the clause) is the regular construction after ola and 
éricrapat. Of. 244 note, Seomdras—for the strong sense of 
this word cf. Hippol. 88, where the attendant calls Hippolytus 
Gvaé, adding cols yap Seamoras xadeiv xpewy, ‘for the gods 
alone may I style lords’, 

398. If one could go so far as to declare the verse corrupted 
by the intrusion of a gloss rnode, the line might be re-written 
thus :—omws; dota xisods E~ouar Spvds. ‘Dost ask how? like - 
ivy to an oak will I cling.’ The rycde would be manifestly 
understood from @vyarpi in 396. [This is Dr Kennedy’s view. 
Other ways of taking the passage are (1) ‘Know that I will 

_cling to her as ivy to an oak’, supplying before é%rws some such 
word as ic#. (2) A double comparison may be intended, ‘I, 
like ivy, will cling to her as to an oak’.] Spvds—cf. 64 note. 

399. otkx—‘No! Thus emphaticaily used accented. qv 
ye—‘that is, if’. [Aldus reads ot uv ye, but od uy is never 
immediately followed by ye.] 

400. o#s—‘know that’=ic6i as. Soph. Aj. 39, ws éoru 
av5pos Tolde Tadpya Tradra co, ‘know that in him thou hast the 
doer of these deeds’, The phrase is a formula ‘fortiter aftir- 
mantis’ (Elmsley). 

401. ov piv—formula of emphatic denial. avrod—gen, 
of place. 

[402—443. Polyx. ‘Mother resist not, it is unseemly’, 
‘Polyxena exchanges a tearful farewell with her mother and is 
led off with veiled head by Odysseus. ] 

402. Aaepriov—the name of Laertius (father of Odysseus 
and king of Ithaca) is variously spelt by the tragedians Aaép- 
Twos, Adprios, Aaéprns. 

403. ydAa—‘give way to’. roKxedow.w—vague plural allud- 
ing to Hecuba, as 404 kparovor to Odysseus. This plural is 
often used instead of a definite name which it might be in- 
convenient to give. -_ 

406, ampos Blayv— with violence’, so rpds 7jdovjy, ‘willingly’; 
Tpos xdpw, ‘pleasingly’; mpos tdxos, ‘quickly’. 

407. é&«k—‘by’. 
408. meloa—tfuture from macyw. The form reicg is not 
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rightly read in Euripides. py od y’—a formula of fond en- 

treaty. Supply from the context some such words as otrw 
‘qolnoov. 

410. mpooParetv—object of dbs. 
411. Soph. Aj. 857, cat rov Sippevryny nrLov wrpocervér, | 

maviotarov 57 KovToT’ avOs torepov (Ajax’s dying speech). 
413. 81 strengthens réd\os (as waviorarov in the passage 

from the Ajax). Cf. Eur. Herakl. 573, mpoceurovo’ vorarov 
mpicpbeyua 57. 

414. drepi—often used as an euphemism for dying: so 
olxomat. 

415, pets—‘I’, as in 386. 
416. wv—supply tuevatwy from dvupévatos. 
418. éxet—a constant euphemism for év “Acdov (sc. déuos), 

which here occurs by its side. Keloowaw—especially of lying 
among the dead. There is some confusion between the body 
lying in the dead and the spirit in Hades. 

419. mot reXevtyow—‘to what end shall I bring my life?’ 
This construction is called pregnant=‘whither shall I (carry 
and) end my life?’ Cf. Troad. 1029, tw’ eid7js of reXeurnow Adyor. 

420. marpds obca—gen. of origin, which is taken by elut, 
ylyvopat, and réguxa. Cf. 380 note, 

421. According to Homer these 50 children were those of 
Priam, 19 (or 38) of them by Hecuba. Verg. Aen. 2. 503, quin- 

- quaginta illi thalami spes tanta nepotum. dppopor t.—‘ bereft 
of’, gen. of separation, [The old reading was nue?s dé revtnKovr’ 
dywotpot Oh Téxvwy, @ Verse which Eur. cannot have written, Cf. 
383 n. | 

422. cow.—ethic dative. Hektor—his eldest son. edarw— 
deliberative conjunctive. Goodwin, § 256. 

425. d@Afa—This is Markland’s suggestion for d@Xlas. Two 
epithets for r’xns would be very awkward, and the whole sentence 
would be jerky and uncomfortable. 

426. For position of re cf. 80 n. 

427. xalpovo.w—‘others fare well, but this is not thy 
mother’s lot’. Polyxena had said ‘farewell’, and Hecuba plays 
upon the words.. The same pun is found in Sophokles, Eu- 
ripides, Plautus, &c. %rrww—emphatic, and so accented, . réSe— 
sc. 7d xalpew. The variant xapa is clearly an explanatory gloss. 
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_ 480... Oavotorns...cdv—day. agrees with cov supplied from 
aov. Cf. Ov. Her..5. 45, et flesti et nostros vidisti flentis ocellos. 

Sppa cvykAyev—‘to shut the eyes’, i.e. attend to her at 
her Shakts Verg. Aen. 9. 487, nec te tua funera mater |. pro- 
duxi, pressive oculos, aut volnera lavi. [The form -«Ayjew is 
more Attic than -xAelev of old editions. | 

432. dycubels kdpa aémhots virtually form one word, hence 
follows the accusative pe: 

433. éxrérynxa—Contrast this intransitive usage of the 2nd 
(or strong) perfect with the transitive meaning of éxrjxw 434. 
-So éaya=‘I am broken’, from dyvumc,-*I break’; dAwda ‘I am 
destroyed’, from é\Aupe, "ey destroy’. KapBlay—ace, of respect 
or specification. Goodwin, § 160. 1. 

435. ‘O light! for I may yet invoke thy name, but have no 
share of thee save for so long as I pass hence to the sword: and 
pyre of Achilles’. [dvopa—a plausible suggestion dupa has been 
made, but dvoua is more appropriate, implying that although 
Polyxena could invoke the name, she: could not enjoy es 
reality.] 

438, mpohelra—‘TI faint’. Cr, Alk. 401, ri Spés; anita: : 
Aterar—‘are failing me’. Herakl. 602, & matdes, oixydmerda, 
Averae wéAn | AUTy. In Attic, ress adiiov; iow, éioa: but 
AEAUKA. 

441443. These verses are spurious. For they cannot be 
spoken by Hecuba, who has fainted; they are more than awk- 
ward as beginning a stasimon; they are in themselves feeble. 

és—‘in this plight’, i.e. a slave, [ws would=wtinam.] 

Avocképo.—Castor and Pollux were born at a birth with 
Helen. The form 6édcKxovpo.. (whence Latin Dioscuri) is not 
Attic. 

“Edévqv—There is a play on this word and ete 443 (which 
-=xabetre); cf. alivorapw 945. 

[444 483. First Stasimon, oraciov (uédos), or ole by the 
entire chorus after taking up their position at the thymele. 
The term itself appears to involve two notions—that of the 
chorus in position at the thymele—and that of an ode unbroken 
by dialogue or anapaests. Cho. ‘Ocean breeze, to whose house 
wilt thou waft me a slave? To Doris, or Phthia, or Tes © ox 
Athens? My city smoulders in ruins, I am a slave’.] 
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444, ovrids—adjectives in -ds are usually (but not of neces- 
sity) joined with fem. words. Phoen. 1025, orrdox mrepois: 

445. <p tebaate atl ®ods—fixed Epic epithets. 

446. dxdrovs—an exclusively poetical word, the usual prose 
equivalent being vais, and dxdrioy is a mere skiff, 

447, tropetw—‘I make to go’, ropevopar—‘I go’. 

448. to;=7lv.; nrnPetoa—rarely used passive as here. 

450. Awpls ata—the Peloponnese. 
451, Phthia—in Thessaly. 

453. wvSarwv watépa—So Eur. Med. 573 praises the Hali- 
akmon. 

454. Apidanus—a tributary of the Peneus, and one of the 
few rivers, says Herodotus 7. 196, which Xerxes did not drink 
dry. yvas—restored by Hermann for the gloss réé:a. 

455. vdowv—connected with moi, 447. 

456. weptropévay—governed by ropetces, 447. 
458. The palm is said to have been first born at Delos, 

because it gained its eminence among trees from its connection 
with Apollo who was there born. 8tos is often used of things 
glorious [from same root as dies, divus, &c.], but the epithet 
here alludes probably to the fact that Latona’s travail brought 
forth gods, viz. Apollo and Artemis [or that they were the 
children of Zeus]. Delos was in Olympiad 88. 3 (B.c. 426, cf. 
Thue. 3. 104) solemnly purified by the Athenians. Plutarch 
tells us that Nikias, the Athenian general, took pains to make 
this celebration a success by providing splendid chorus and 
uniting Delos to the islet of Rheneia. [This is one’of the con- 
temporary allusions which help to fix the date of the play.] 

465. dpmv§—‘a head-band’, so called because it duméxe 
(surrounds) the hair, 

466. IIaAAddos wéAus—Athens. 

467. eds valovo’—Nauck’s emendation for the unmetrical 
*APavaias. 

KadAt8lhpov—Athene is represented in her chariot fighting 
against the Titans. Compounds of xad- are formed from the 
subst. xéAdos, not the adj. adds. [Porson reads xad\didpor’, 
but the elision is impossible. ] 

- 468. amémrAos—the sacred vestment of Athene on which was 
depicted the goddess doing battle with the giants. It was carried 
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in solemn procession at the greater Panathenaea once every 
Olympiad. ; 

470. Sat8adeato1—used by Homer of stone or metal work- 
ing, but here referring clearly to embroidery. ‘ Shall I yoke?’ 
of course means ‘shall I represent by embroidery the yoking of 
the steeds ?’ 

471. av@ékpoxos—perhaps merely variegated (év0os) and 
saffron-coloured (xpéxos). mivy—‘thread’, pl. ‘the web’, Latin 
tela. rom the same root comes the Latin pannus, a patch, 
472. Titans—the sons of Ouranos and Gaia, who rebelled 
against Zeus after he had conquered them and Kronos their 
king. Later poets add largely to their numbers, Aeschylus 
including Prometheus, while in the Latin poets Titan=the sun- 
god. — 

_ 473. tdv=7v. dpdburipa—used by Sophokles of Artemis 
holding torches in both hands. 

475. rexéov—Goodwin, § 173. 3. 

478. Soplkrnros “Apyetwv—a possessive genitive. 
480. KékAnpoat—more forcible than eful, which it, often 

means. A Greek hated the name as much as the reality of 
slavery. Cf. 552. 

482. See the translation of the entire ode. The old trans- 
lation was ‘having left Asia the handmaid of Europe, having by 
exchange become the bride of Hades’ (which of course was 
absurd, as they had not to die): or ‘having changed death’s 
chambers (for slavery)’, which is harsh. But the fatal objection 
brought forward by Hartung is that Eur. often uses 0éparva in 
the sense of ‘a habitation’, never in that of ‘a handmaid’, 
which would be Oeparrava. 

** Breeze, ocean breeze, that carriest swift sea-bound barques 
o’er the swelling flood, whither wilt thou waft me the forlorn 
one? ‘To whose house gotten for a slave shall I come? Shall 
it be to a harbour in the land of Doris, or of Phthia, where they 
say that Apidanus, father of fairest waters, fattens the furrows? 
Or to what isle wilt thou bring me, hapless one, sped by the 
sea-sweeping oar, spending a piteous life in the house,—to that 
‘one where the palm there first created and the bay tree raised 
their sacred shoots for dear Leto, to grace her divine travail? 
And shall I praise with Delian maidens the golden fillet and 
bow of Artemis? Or shall I, dwelling in the city of Pallas of 
the fair chariot, yoke young steeds on her saffron robe, em- 
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broidering them on the rich wrought. flower-decked web, or 
[embroidering] the race of the Titans which Zeus, Kronos’ son, 
with flashing flame hushes to rest? Woe is me for my children, 
for my fathers, for my country, which, smoke-defiled, lies in 
ruin won by the Argives’ spear. And I in a strange land am 
called a slave, having left Asia and taken in exchange an abode 
in Europe (which is to me) the bridal-chamber of Hades.” 

[484—517. Enter Talthybius, Is there a god in heaven, 
or does chance rule all? Yonder lies one erewhile a queen, 
now a wretched slave. Lady, arise. Hecuba.. Who art thou? 
T. Iam Talthybius, sent by Agamemnon for thee. H. What? 
Am I too to die? Blessed news! J. Nay, thou art to bury 
thy daughter. H, Tell me how ye did the cruel deed.] | 

484, 8 aote (to be written separately)—‘lately’, But 
Pflugk prefers to give 64 the sense which it has with superla- 
tives. 

485. éevpount av—a modified future, a tense avoided by 
the Greeks where possible, an example of their softening down. 

486. var’ txovoa—Hecuba is lying huddled up. The po- 
sition has been objected to as undignified, but it is for this very 
reason that Euripides introduces it to heighten the pity of the 
audience. | naliz 

488. ‘Zeus, what am I to say? that thou regardest men 
or that they have idly and to no purpose this false opinion, 
thinking that there is a race of gods, whereas chance watches 
over all things among mortals’, The change of subject is 
harsh, that of épay being oé, that of xexrjaGar being dvOpwrous. 
dAAws p. y.—This piling up of the agony is quite in the tragic 
vein, and v. 490, condemned by several editors, appears quite 
genuine. Soxovvras—epexegetic of ride ddtay. Huripides was 
a pupil of the great philosopher Anaxagoras and averse to 
popular mythology, but Aristophanes’ strictures on him are 
unjust. 

492. %8«—pointing at her. 

494, mao’ avéornxev—‘is utterly destroyed’. The position 
of xaca shows that it closely qualifies avéornxev. [Remember 
that the present, imperfect, future and Ist aorist of ternm and 

its compounds are transitive, the rest intransitive. ] 

495, adry—‘and she’, the correction of Elmsley for avry. 
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_ 496. xetrat—‘is grovelling’, the word used of Achilles in 
his rage and grief after the taking away of Briseis (Il. 2. 688), 
of Ajax when he recovered his senses and realised his shame 
(Soph. 4j. 206). xdve. pip.—lit. ‘caking with dust her head’, 
always a sign of mourning, Cf. Catullus 64. 224, canitiem terra 
atque infuso pulvere foedans. 

497. Talthybius means ‘I have but little life left to enjoy, 
(this little being on that account the more precious,) but I would 
surrender that’, &. 

498. mepimrimrw—usually of ‘coming across’ a disaster. 

500. ardA-devxov—a favourite compound with Euripides, 
e.g. 196, 212, 411, 528, 657, 667. 

: 501. tls otros otk égs—Hecuba, looking up for the first 
time, ‘Who art thou that sufferest me not, &c.?’ For construc- 
tion cf. Hom. Il. 10, 82, ris & otros Kard vnas dvd orparov Epxeat 
olos; THEA TOULOV—A periphrasis for éué. | 

502. He ought to have respected her grief. 

503. AavaiSav—Peoples are often designated by patro- 
nymics, so Dardanidae, Aeneadae, 

504. méprpavros—supply éué. péra—i.e. peraméuparos. 
This cutting iets asunder is called tmesis. 

506. Soxovv—‘because it is decided’, acc. abs. Cf. 121 n. 
We should have expected the aorist ddéav: cf. dywv, 369 note. 

- 507. éykovéw—said to be connected with xoms=‘raise dust 
by bustling’. yo por—cf. 383 note. 

509. petacrelxwv—‘ seeking for thee’, not ‘to seek for 
thee’, which would be future. For the force of mera in com- 
position cf, 213 note. : 

510. *ArpeiSat—the two sons of Atreus, Agamemnon king 
of Mykenae, and Menelaiis king of Sparta. A. “Ayavixkds—a 
democratic anachronism. In those early times the people 
would have little voice in the matter, 

511. rl Aéeus;—‘ what art thou about to say?’ Hecuba 
fears still worse remains to hear, it is incorrect therefore to 
say that it=ri \éyes; 

dpa— ‘it would seem’, the lightest of the inferential par- 
ticles. ds Savoupévovs—‘ for death’. «ds with the future par- 
ticiple gives the avowed cause whether really meant or not, 
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514. +d érl oe—‘with regard to thee’ (Polyxena).- Many 
editors have considered that o =col, which however never suffers 
elision, and would give a wrong sense, ‘as far as depends upon 
thee’. 

jpets—cf. 386 note. Notice how she becomes singular and 
feminine at the same time. “Je 

515. mas nal;—‘how in fact?’ (1) tis (mot, ob, rotos, 
-mws) kal asks for real information, the cal adding vigour=rls 
5y. Cf. 1064. (2) Kal rls (aot, rob, rotos, r&s) is a formula of 
contradiction, the question being a sneering one. ww=avriy. 
uy, a corresponding dialectical form, is not found in tragedy. 
‘How in fact did ye despatch her? with reverence, or came ye 
to the dread deed butchering her as a foe ?” 

[518—582. Talthybius. All the Greek host were in at- 
tendance. Neoptolemus set the maid on the tomb, poured a 
Jibation, and prayed for a safe return. The maiden at her 
prayer was unhanded that she a princess might die free: then 
tearing open her dress she bade Neoptolemus strike where he 
would. The blow fell; and scarce had she fallen when all 
vied to do her honour in collecting wood for the pyre or leaves 
to.cover her withal, each urging his neighbour to activity in 
the work.] 

518. ‘Lady, thou wouldst have me take a double meed 
of tears in pity for thy daughter: for now in relating the evil 
tale shall I moisten this eye even as at the tomb when she 
was dying’. After pds rdw re supply éreyéa. @AAVTO—nOote 
the tense. . 

521, ras...A1jpys—emphatic repetition, cf. 489 note. 

- 622. él edhayds—‘for the. slaying of the maiden’, émi 
(with acc.) denoting the direction of their attention. 

| 623. xepds—‘ by the hand’. Goodwin, § 171. 
524. totnoe—‘set her’. én’ dxp. xop.—This was neces- 

sary: cf. Helen’s directions to Elektra, Or. 116, Kal orao’ 
ém’ dxpov xwdmaros \éEov rade. méAas 8 éyd—sce. Zorny. 

525. ‘And picked young men chosen from the Achaeans 
attended in order to restrain with their hands thy maiden’s 
struggling’. Xexrol and ékxptrot together are awkward. pdo- 
xov—cf, 144, 

- 528. alpen—‘raises on high’. [This is the reading of the 
best.MS. and one other. All the rest read éppe:, but apart 
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from the fact that the time for pouring the libation has not 
yet come, peiv xoaus, ‘to pour libations’, is not Greek. A river 
might well enough be said peiy yada, ‘to flow with milk’, but 
to say that a man ‘ flows libations’ is quite another thing.] 

529. onpatver— signifies’, by a sign, in order to avoid 
ill-omened words which might mar the whole sacrifice: cf. 
e’onua puvely =silere. 

581. mapacras—‘ having stood forth’, Aristoph. Knights, 
508, mpds TO O€arpov mapaBjva. otya—ady. otfya—imper. of 
ovyaw. . 

533. vijvenov—' And I hushed the crowd into quiet’, pro- 
leptic. The derivation is v7, dveuos, cf. vwvuwos=v7, dvoua. 

534. matrip—nominative for vocative as usual in oxytone 
words. . | Recs , 

587. dxparpvis—‘ virgin’, lit. ‘undefiled’, in sense quali- 
fying xépys. Cf. Iph. Aul. 1574, dxpavrov aiwa xadd\urapGévov 
dépns. | 

538. ‘ Show thyself kindly to us’. 
539. XAvrat—object of 54s. Note the change of construc-: 

tion, after dds juzy comes an accusative and infinitive clause. 

XaALtvwrrpta—se. ova, metaphor from horses, would in 
‘prose be mpuuvyjcia. As soon as a breeze sprang up these 
ropes from stern to shore. would be cut. mptpvas x. xad.— 
a kind of hendiadys. 

541. véorov—from which Achilles’ anger had debarred 
them, 113. 

542, éa-nvgaro—‘ prayed after him’, so é-gdev. 

543. ‘Then by its handle he seized a knife gilt all over 
and was in act to draw it forth from its sheath’. komryns— 
§23 n. 

546. éppdoby-—‘she noted it’, passive in form, but 
=éppdoaro. - 

; 547. ‘You have destroyed my city, at least let me die 
ree’. 

552. Kexdyo0ar aloxdvopar.—The infinitive is used when 
a feeling of shame prevents a person from acting, the parti- 
ciple when that which a person does causes him shame. So 
alaxivoua: Adve, ‘I am ashamed to speak and so do not’; 
alcxvvouat Aéywr, ‘I speak but am ashamed of it’. — 
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. 553. émeppd6yoav—a metaphor from the grating of the 
shingle on the beach when the sea is strong. 

[555, 6. of 8° ds...7jv kpdros—probably an interpolation 
based upon the Homeric dou xparos éort wéyorov, being tame, 
and odrep misplaced.] 

- 558. ‘She seized her robes and rent them from the top 
of the shoulder to the middle of the waist by the navel’, 

560. Every man in the audience could recall some ex- 
quisite statue. The comparison was frequent. Plato Charmid. 
154 ©, dd\A\d wdvres Womep dryadua éGedvTo avrov. Aesch. Ag. 
242, wrpérovea ws év ypapais. : 

562. tAnpovéorarov—‘ bravest’. According to their con- 
text, words from root TAA susie an active or passive meaning. 

564, maicov—‘strike now’. More emphatic than mate 
would have been. 

. 664. avxyiv—‘ neck’. 
565. Aatpds— throat’, ‘ gullet’. 
566. Cf. Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, Act 2, ‘Se. i, 

“at war ’twixt will and will not’. 
567. ‘Cuts with his steel the channels of her breath’, i, e. 

her windpipe. Southey’s ‘the tube which draws the breath of. 
life ’, 

568. xKpovvol—se. aluaros. Kal Ov. dnws—a strong expres- 
sion; such thoughts would not be expected in death. 

~ §69. evoyxtpws—arat rey. formed from evcyyuos. Cf. 
Ovid, Fasti 2. 833, tum quoque iam moriens ne non procumbat 
honeste | respicit: haec etiam cura cadentis erat. 

570. Cobet objects to the line as marring the grace of the 
passage. It is however copied by Ovid, M. 13. 479, twm quoque 
cura fuit partes velare tegendas, | cum caderet, castique decus 
servare pudoris. 

Kpvmrrey takes two accusatives, Goodwin, § 164. 
571. ddiyxe mv.—‘had given up the ghost’, the Greek 

idiom takes the aorist where we prefer the pluperfect. 

574, dvdAors &B.—‘covered with leaves’. gvddoPoNa, 
decking with leaves, whether in life for having won in the 
games, or after death in token of love or respect. of 8 wA.— 
‘while others heap up the funeral pile, eee 70% logs’ = 
Kopy.ds—short, thick log [xelpw, ‘lop ’]. 
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576. roladS’ yKovey kaxd—‘was addressed with such re- 
proaches as these’, Cf. Alk. 704, ef & tas xaxds | pels, 
dxovcet moka Ko WevdR Kaxd.: Hor. Sat. 2. 6. 20, matutine 
pater, sew Lane libentior audis. 

_ 578. Thue. 3. 58 (speech of the Plataeans). ‘ Look at the 
sepulchres of your fathers, whom slain by Medes and buried in 
our land, we were wont yearly to honour at the public expense 
with garments and all other due rites’. Verg. den. 6. 221,. 
purpureasque super vestes, velamina nota, | coniciunt. 

579. e—from clu, ibo, meptood—neut. pl. used adver- 
- pially. 

580. Aéyw is Heath’s correction of the MS. readings \éyov 
or Aéywv, from which no satisfactory meaning can be got. 

[583—628. Cho. There is a doom of the gods against the 
house of Priam, Hecuba. Daughter, thy nobleness softens 
my sorrow at thy fate. Is virtue inborn or can it be taught? 
Bid the Greeks not touch my daughter’s corpse. Aged hand-. 
maid, go to the sea to fetch some lustral water, I will go to the 
tents to see if there be atight to hottour the dead withal.] 

583, éméleoe—‘ hath surged up against’, English has to 
change both tense and metaphor, as we do not speak of evil 
boiling over against us. IIpwaplSars—‘the house of Priam’: 
patronymics are often loosely used.. 

584, dyayxatov Seav—‘a doom of the gods’. Cf. Soph. 
Aj, 485, ris dvayxaias TUxys, ‘the fate-doomed lot.’ Jl. 16, 836, 
juap avaryKkatoy, ‘ the day of doom’. 

586. dpopor.—' touch upon’. 

587. mapaxadkei—‘ calls me aside’, a frequent meaning of 
mapa in composition, 3 

588. SiddSoxos x. x.—‘ adding new in succession to former 
evils’. Suppl. 71, ayav 68 dddos Epxerar ybwv yoors | Siddoyos. 

589. ‘And now I could not wipe out thy fate from my 
heart so far as not to lament it’. The order is rather in- 
verted. 3 

591. +rdAlavy—‘excess’, i.e. of grief. It is worthy of note 
how the Greeks utilised their neuter; here supply orévew from 
the context. * ae: 

592. ‘Is it not then strange that poor soil if it meet with 
a good season at the hand of the gods brings forth corn’ 
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abundantly, and fruitful soil, should it miss what it ought to 
have met with, gives a poor crop; while in men at all times 
the corrupt is nothing but bad, and the noble noble, nor 
through mishap does he spoil his nature, but is ever excellent?’ 

595. dvOpdrois— ‘as regards men’, usually év dvOpwras. 
[Some editors read év Bporots by conjecture. ] 

598. S.épOape—Gnomic aorist used to express a habit. 
Cf. Eur. Suppl. 227, 6 Qcds—éiwdecev, ‘is wont to destroy’. 
Hor. Od. 1. 34, Fortuna sustulit. Goodwin, § 205. [Here as 
elsewhere, Eur. sins against good taste in putting a rhetorical 
harangue on the subject ef d:daxrdv 7 dpery (a question discussed 
in the Meno of Plato, the decision being that it could if there 
were competent teachers) into the mouth of a mother mourn- 
ing over the loss of her daughter, ] 

599. ‘Is it the parents who make the difference or the 
bringing up?’ The article before rexdvres does duty also for 
tpopat. [Or ‘have the parents more weight than’ &c. The 
construction diadépw 7 is found.] 

600. ‘Yet even to have been well brought up involves 
teaching of good’. ‘ye wévrou often come together in Sophokles 
and Euripides, yé rol 7: (of some editions) never. 

602. Kavdve tod kakov—‘a standard of right’. pabdy— 
‘having learnt it’. [Porson suggests werpwyr, ‘estimating it’, 
which appears unnecessary. | 

603. i.e. ‘these things will bring me no surcease of sorrow’. 

604. ov 8’—spoken to Talthybius; ‘take to the A. this 
message, that they’. 

605. por—Ethic dative, G. § 184. 3, note 2. epyav— 
‘shut out’, efpyew, ‘shut in’, acc, to Kustathius [fl. a.p. 1150] 
followed by Lobeck, &c. Others, however, e.g. Bekker, always 
read elpyew in Attic. 

606. tis mat8ds—gen. of separation after elpyew. G. 
§ 174, 

vot—the usual particle in gnomes and so preferable to yap, 
which has also less MS. authority. pwpte—‘ countless’, akin 
to Lat. multus. 

607. ‘The lawlessness of the sailors blazes fiercer than 
fire’. Euripides gives a side-blow at democracy which was 
intimately connected with the sea. Aristotle talks of the vav- 
rixds dxdos as the scum of the population, Pol. 7.5. xpeloowy 
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—cf. Soph. Oed. Tyr. 176, xpetocov éuamaxérov rupds, ‘more 
quick than furious fire’. 

_ 608, py—not ov, because it supplies a reason, qui non 
faciat. 

610. ovrias ddos—‘some salt sea water’, partitive gen. 

611. After death an obol (about three-halfpence) was put 
in the mouth as ferry money for Charon; then the body was 
washed, anointed and dressed in a fine robe by the female 
attendants. 

612. Polyxena was betrothed to Achilles and so not a zrap- 
Oévos: but not a bride, and so dyuugos. There is probably 

‘a side reference of betrothal to Hades. [This placing side by 
side of opposite words is called oxymoron: cf. Tennyson, ‘His 
honour rooted in dishonour stood, and faith unfaithful kept 
him falsely true’. ] 

613. mpo8dpat—‘lay out’. When decorated (611 n.) the 
corpse was laid out on a bed, often out of doors, the object of 
this formal mpééecis being to make sure that there had been no 
foul play and that death had really taken place. After the 
body had lain there for a day (i.e. 48 hours after death) burial 
took place. 

‘According to her deserts how can I? I cannot; but (so will 
Idoit) as Iam able’. She will consult not her wishes but her 
means. 

614. tl yap wé8o;—‘ what must I content myself with?’ 
differs from ri yap dpa in containing an idea of circumstances 
out of her control. 

- 615. Kdocpov—‘ decorations’, 
616. térw—‘ within’, a sense usually borne by évrtds. 

617. +. vewrtl Seomrdras—‘ our lately acquired masters’. 
For -7: cf. weyadworl, dvouacri. Goodwin, § 129, 18. 

618. K«Aéypa—a curious word for Hecuba to use, even 
though all they had belonged to their masters. Nauck suggests 
AeZuua, ‘remnant’, or xrjua, ‘ possession’. 

619. & oxrypar’ otkav—‘O stately halls’, The same 
‘periphrasis occurs Alk. 911. 

620. ‘O Priam, possessor of many and most excellent 
things, most blessed in thy children’. [Kirchhoff reads with 

_ the best MS. 6 mi, éxwv x. Kedrexvwirare. Porson, 6 tr. exw, 

E, H. 7 
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KdddusTé 7 etrexverare, joining the two superlatives, with 
which cf. péyicrov éxbiorn Med. 1323, maxime liberalissima 
Cicero, most highest Ps. xxi. 7 (P. Bk.).] 

622. ds—‘how’. es 7d pnSiv—‘to nought’, also without 
the article. Soph. El. 1000, kai undév epxerau. 

623. ‘Robbed of our former pride; and forsooth are puffed 
up’, &. 

eira Sntra—strongly sarcastic. oykovpefa—Aristoph. Wasps 
1024, dyxacoat 75 ppovnua. 

626. ‘Yet they (wealth and honour) are but nothing, 
merely’. 

628. ‘That man is happiest who day by day chances upon 
no ill’. HEnnius, quoted by Cic. de Fin. 2. 18, nimium bonist | 
cut nil malist. Plato, Philebus 48 p, ‘Is then the absence of 
pain the same as pleasure?’ kat’ ypap—also cad’ quépar. : 

[629—656. Second Stasimon (cf. 444 note). ‘O the fatal 
pine with which Paris made him a ship in which to sail to 
Helen’s bed. Then began woe for Ilion, ay and for many a 
Spartan maid who mourning tears her cheek’. With this cho- 
rus may be compared Horace, Odes 1. 15.] 

629. xpyv=éxp7v: noticeable as one of the very few words 
which in Attic can drop their augment. 

631. Ida-—a range in Mysia, S.E. of Troy, from which in 
Homer the gods watched the Trojan war. ‘Many fountained 
Ida’ was famed for the ‘ dark tall pines that plumed the craggy 
ledge | high over the blue gorge’ (Tennyson, Oenone). So Ay- 
toun, ‘On the holy mount of Ida | where the pine and cypress 
grow’. 

632. - "AdéfavSpos—i.e. Paris; his usual name in Homer. 
The accounts of him are widely inconsistent. On the one hand 
he is the valiant ‘protector of men’ (’AAéé-avdpos), a kind of 
Romulus among the shepherds; on the other (e.g. in Horace, 
Od. 1. 15) the effeminate adulterer. 

633. érdped’ =érduero from réuvy. 

én’ ofSpa-——the acc. implies going on to and sailing on the 
swelling fiood. 

635. ‘EAévn—wife of Menelaus, king of Sparta. Cf. Ten- 
nyson’s Dream.of Fair Women, ‘At length I saw a lady within 
éall, | stiller than chiselled marble, standing there; | a daughter 
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of the gods divinely tall, | and most divinely fair. | Her love- 
liness with shame and with surprise | froze my swift speech: 

. she turning on my face | the star-like sorrows of immortal 
eyes, | spoke slowly in her place. | I had great beauty; ask 
thou not my name: | no one can be more wise than destiny: | 
‘many drew swords. I died. Where’er I came|I brought 
calamity’, 

636. tav= 7. 

639. avdayxa.—‘dooms’ of the gods, especially slavery, 
Ci. dvayKatov Year, 584 note, 

. 640. Kowvdy...i8fas—one man’s sin, many men’s suffering. 
The antithesis is rhetorical and occurs again 902, 8. xowdy in 
grammar qualifies xaxdv, in sense also cupdopd. 

641. LXpoas—contracted Zipods, rises in Gargarus, a pea 
of Ida, and tlows N.W, into the Hellespont (Dardanelles), 

643. dAAwy—‘strangers’, those who were other than 
Trojans. [Or=‘ from the gods’.] 

644. Hris, not being invited to the wedding of Thetis and 
Peleus, avenged herself by casting a golden apple among the 
goddesses with this inscription, ‘For the fairest’. Hera, Athene 
and Aphrodite each claimed it, and the case was put before the 
young herdsman Paris, who adjudged it to Aphrodite; with 
what fatal result is known to all. 

dv (a) Kp. watSas—dv=7v is cognate acc. [or the double 
accusative is similar to Aesch. dg. 813—5, @eol...’Ilov POopas... 
Yhpous eevro.] : 

645, pakapev maisas—ef. a similar circumlocution, 930, 
maides Eavwr. 

647. él Sopi—‘ with the outcome of the spear’, &c. Cf. 
Herc, Fur. 881, éwi kd8q. Aesch. Sept. 878, Sduwv érl Niuy. 822, 

649. tis—collective. 

650. Eurotas—the river on which Sparta stood: note the 
alliteration in edpooy Evpadrav. 

— 651. Adkatva—fem. of Adxwy: so Aéwy, awa Oeparwy, 
- Geparawa. [An allusion is very possibly meant to be under- 

stood to the capture of 292 Spartan hoplites at Sphakteria, 120 
of them of the highest birth, by the Athenians. This brilliant 
exploit was due to Demosthenes, b.c. 425. Cf. Thuc, 4, 1—41.] 

655. Spbwrra—r/dpud. Cf. dpérw, ‘I pluck’, 

7—2 
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- To me was it fated that calamity, to me was it fated that 
‘suffering should come, when first Alexandros hewed him the 
pine-log of Ida to sail o’er the ocean wave to the bed of Helen,. 
fairest of all on whom doth shine the golden sun. For toils 
and dooms stronger than toils encircle us. And a common 
evil sprung from one man’s folly came fraught with death to 
the land of Simois, and calamity from strangers. And the strife 
was decided in which on Ida the herdsman judged the three 
daughters of the blessed gods with the outcome of war and of 
slaughter and of the ruin of my dwellings. And at home 
beside the fair-flowing Eurotas there weeps many a Laconian 
maid all bathed in tears; and the mother, her children dead, 
lays hand. on her hoary head, dabbling her finger-nail in the 
bloody rendings of her cheek’. 

658—904. Third Episode. [The discovery of the body of 
the murdered Polydorus. Agam. enters to enquire the reason 
of Hecuba’s delay in burying her daughter, and H.,; after a long 
debate in her mind, appeals to him on behalf of her son for 
vengeance upon the treacherous prince of Thrace. Agam. 

» demurs at first, half afraid of the view which the Greek army 
might take of any action against their ally; H. pleads that at 
any rate he will prevent any rescue, and she will take thé 
vengeance into her own hands. | 

[658—725. Enter an aged female attendant, who had gora 
to fetch water to wash Polyx.’s body, with the corpse of Poly- 
dorus. H., supposing it to be Polyx.’s, asks why it has been 
brought. As she receives no answer, her idea is that it may be 
Kasandra’s. The body is uncovered, and H., in her lament, 
lets fall an expression which provokes the question, ‘ Did you 
know of this before?’ She goes on to ask how and in what 
state the corpse was found, and cries that her visions have 
proved true. Then the Chor. asks, ‘Can your wisdom of dreams 
tellthe murderer?’ ‘Yes’, H. at once replies, ‘it is the Thracian 
prince’, and she bursts into an indignant protest against the 
violation of hospitality and the sin of mutilation. ] 

659. OnArvv orrop.—cf. 7d Onrv yévos, 885. Adjectives in 
-us are often of only two terminations. “Hpy On\us éodca, Il. 
Hovs airy, Odys., nuloeos nuépas, Thue, 

660. KaKots ty’—‘in sorrows, wherein’. Herm.’s correction 
for the abrupt xaxoto.w, which is a dative of reference, denoting 
the aspect in which the subject shows itself, the acc. of ref. 
being used to denote a part of the subject itself. ocrépavov— 
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‘prize’ (lit. garland of the victor at games). Cf. Wordsworth, 
Sonnets, 

‘* Wost wretched one!” 
Who chose his epitaph? Himself alone 
Could thus have dared the grave to agitate 
And claim among the dead this awful crown!’ 

661. ‘How! wretch, with thy ill-tongued clamour ! for thy 
doleful messages are never quiet.” For construction ef. 211, 

- 783. The gen. is after the analogy of the gen. of ref. with verbs 
of emotion. 

664, evdpnp. ordua—to have good-omened words in their 
mouth’. ordu. is ace. of ref.; the phrase, like favete linguis, 
comes to mean silence, as though abstinence from speech were 
‘the best form of good-omened talk. 

665. Sép. tmep—‘from within’. MSS. vary between this 
(which Schol, interprets éwréxe:va) and two and dio. There is 
also a conjecture rdpos. See 53n. 

668. ‘No more thou livest, though thou seest the light’. 
This is justified by the punctuation, and is more vigorous than 
el BXéroveoa=Préreis. Cf. Tennyson, ‘in more of life true life 
no more’, 

670. ‘Thou sayest nothing new, but thy reproach has 
fallen on one who knows’. The plural is used rather vaguely. 
H. thinks that the attendant alludes to the death of Polyxena. 

672. ‘Whose burial was reported as being busily prepared. 
at the hand of all the Achaeans’, admnyyéAn—verbs seldom 
haye more than one aor. in regular use. arnyyéAn, which some 
MSS. read in Eur., is not an Attic form. rddos nearly=rady. 
Sid xepds = per. orrovs. ex ev = orrovdd feoPar. 

674. ‘She knows nothing [spoken aside], but mourns, woe’s 
me, for Polyxena’. pot—Hth. dat. 

676. pav (7) ovv)—like num, expects answer ‘no’. ‘Surely 
thou art not?’ 

677. Kae. kdpa—an expansion of Kagdvdpay like caput in 
Lat. for ‘ person’: often regard or affection is expressed, as @ 
kaclyvyrov Kapa ‘ dear brother’. See. 724n, 

678. ‘Thy loud lament is for one who lives’, AdoKw— 
only used in poetry and always of loud ringing or crashing or 

_ tearing sound; it implies therefore loud talking. For the turn 
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of the phr. equiv. to wep! with a gen. cf. Alk. 141, kal fScav 
elmetv kal Oavovoav éort cot. 

679. yvpvoltv—The attendant uncovers the corpse; that it 
was not naked we see from 734. 

680. et—‘whether’, i.e. ‘to see if’, éia.—‘ expectations’, 
like spes sometimes in Lat. 

682. otkois—domi, poetic dat. of place. Goodwin, § 190. 

683, ovxér’ ei. S4—‘ now-is my life o’er’. 

685—7. ‘I begin a frenzied strain with recent knowledge 
of woes sent by an avenger’. katrdpyx.—usually with gen., has 
ace. also in Or. 960, kardpxoua orevayudy. dddor. (ad, 4/Aa0)— 
one who does not forget wrong, and so an avenging deity, used 
with and without daiuwy. The ref. here is a general one, and 
not to the ghost of Polydorus, Kakév (for which véov is con- 
jectured by Pors.)—is gen. of object after adjective compounded 
with a trans. verb. So 235, xapdlas Syxrypa=d daxver THv 
Kapolav. 

688. ydp—‘ why?’ ‘what?’ Lat. quid enim. 

691. ‘No day shall stay me from my groans and tears’. 
This old variant is adopted by Matthiae, who also reads juap 
éw. If the adjectives be read in the nom. the force of éricxyoet 
will be ‘come upon me’, ‘dawn’, 

696. Ovijokes=e0aves. Ketoat—so iaceo, Ov. Her. 3. 106, 
- gui bene pro patria cum patriaque iacent. 

698. vw—for acc. see 51n. 

699. ‘A waif upon the level sand, a victim of the murderous 
spear’. méonua exactly cadaver: NXevpa—connected with devos, 
lévis, Engl. level. | 

701. ‘Cast him up from the sea’. Hdt. 1. 24, rov dé deAdiva 
_ Aéyouot vrohaBorra éfevetcar ert Tatvapor. 

702. tualov—‘I perceive’. mapéBa—‘ went by’, and so ‘es- 
caped’. 

706. av refers back to Sipe. 

708. Ards & dde—‘light of day’. Cf. Hor. sub Tove, sub 
divo; 458 n. 

709. dvepdpdpwyv—‘ by thy dream-wisdom’, with a touch of 
sarcasm. 
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711. ty’— with whom’ [or * where’, for Thrace is suggested 
by the word Oppxios, as in Andr. 652, oboap pev “Hreporw, ob 
(=év ’Hrelpy)]. 

712. ‘Alas, what art thou about to say?’ exy—so best 
MSS. See 27n. The variant éyo. would leave the permanence 
of the result uncertain. 

714. dvwvop.—‘a deed without a name’, Shakespeare, 
Macbeth. 

715. 008 avexta—‘and not to ke borne’. A hint at ven- 
-geance, ov Six. Evev;—‘where is the sense of right towards 
guests?’ [or ‘sense of right in hosts’], according as we consider » 
éévwv obj. or subj. gen. 

716. ‘O most accursed of men, how hast thou hacked’ [or 
‘mutilated’]. A partitive gen. with positive adj. often virtually 
equals a superl. <Alk. 472, G dida yuvakdr. 

720. axticw—So the two best MSS., others @xricas. 
722. ‘Whoever he be that presses on thee’, i.e. the 

GAdoTwp. 
724. ‘However, since I see the form of Agam.’, &e. ddd 

yae—often separated by one word when a new comer is an- 
nounced, e.g. Soph. Ant. 155, d\n’ bde yap 57 Bactrevs...xwpet. 
*Ayap. Séuas, so Or., ‘Epuidvys déuas=Epmovnv. Iph. Aul., 
Tovpoyv déuas=eue: but déuas also has a special force like Lat. 
idiom used six times in Verg. (virum) corpora. See 677 n. 

[726—785. _Agam. appears and chides H. for her delay in 
burying her daughter; he sees the body lying and asks what 
Trojan it is. Then H. debates in along ‘aside’ whether she 
shall tell Agam. and ask his help, without which she can effect 
nothing—or bear her troubles in silence. She decides to speak. 
Agam. asks if she seeks a life of freedom. ‘No’, answers she, 
‘I could live a slave all my life for vengeance sake’. She then 
points to the body and tells him it is her son’s, who was sent _ 
to Polymestor’s care.] 

726. péAX.—‘ delayest’. 
_ 927. ‘On such terms as T. made known to me, that no 
Argive should lay hand on thy maid’, See 604. 

729. piv odv—‘ well then’. cidpev...aatoyev—This is the 
excellent conj. of Nauck; it gets rid of the final cretic in 
Wavouev, and the addition of the impf. for éduev makes the 
grammar more consistent, 
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731. ‘I have come therefore (62) to fetch thee away; for - 
matters yonder have been well done, if aught of these things be 
right’. Gk. xadov approaches our sense of ‘duty’. érrly kahos 
—not so common as éxew in this conn., but cf. 532. Soph. 
Ant. 637 (MS. reading), dfiws éorat. Hel. 1293, xadds av etn. 

733. %éa— ha’. 28S j 
734, ‘For that he is not an Argive’. *Apyetov—this is 

nearest to reading of best MS. ’Apyeto., which can only be 
rendered ‘his non-Argive dress’, There is a variant ’"Apyelwv 
‘one of the Argives’, like Iph. T. 1207, cv ré wor cbumreun’ — 
éradar. rank 

736. H. speaks aside to 752. Agam. is meanwhile amazed, 
then angry at it. ‘O thou poor Hecuba—ay, I speak of myself 
when I speak of thee—what shall I do?’ Spde~w follows the sense 
rather than the strict grammar, dpace:s would have been more 
natural. [The Schol. and Herm. wrongly thought that dvernv’ 
was an appeal to Polydorus, comparing Or. 553, éuavrdv, qv 
Aéyw | Kaxos éxelyyny, pd. | 

737, 8, mpootrécw...dépw—conj. delib. 

739. ‘Having turned thy back upon my face’. 
740. ‘But dost not state the fact, who this is’, 8crts would 

be more regular. Stpe—The v is long, and so the reading 
ddvpe: cannot stand. We find kindred forms popyupu, dudpyume, 
KAXAwW, 6KéeANW; K.TX. 

742. dy...dv—The double dv (read by the best MSS.) is. 
by some edds, considered too emphatic in so short a sentence, 
and they consequently omit the last, or, with Brunck, change 
the first into ad. Herm. explains by rai wpds dv ahyjoamev av, 
but dv can qualify only verbs. ae 

743. ‘Know that Iam not’. vo, sententious, as usual. 

744, 680v—‘drift’. The metaphor is more drawn out 
Soph. O. T. 68, mods & odovs EXOovra Ppovridos rravots. 

745. ‘Do I take count of his feelings too much by the 
standard of enmity, while enemy he is not?’ ye and é both 
add emphasis. Nauck conjectures dp’ e¥ Noy:fouerOa. 

748. és ratrév—‘thou dost but agree with me’. Supply 
éuol, and in next clause after éyw, BovAouat. 

750. ‘Why revolve I this?’ 

752. ravde youvétwev—This gen. of appeal (which Pors. 
governs by zpds understood) may be put under the head of causal 
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gen. Goodwin, § 173, Other Ionic forms found in tragedy are 
 povvos, otvopma, dap? Soupl, feivos, ipds. Inferior MSS. add many 
more. 

955. 0éoPar—‘to get thy life made free’. Pflugk can hardly 
be right in taking this as advice to H. to commit suicide. 

756—8. Omitted in best MSS. tywp—‘if I take ven- 
geance’, conditional use of the a ag ne 

758. Kal §4—‘ well then’, ‘even so’= =fac ita esse. tly’ els 
éw,—‘ to give what help?’ 

759. ovSév—a kind of accus. of reference in connection 
with érdpxeow [or pacredw, ‘I ask for’, may be supplied. ] 

- 760. ‘For whom If let the tear-drop fall’. katacrdéfa— 
used differently in 241. [Notice the break in or:xouvlia, i.e. 
the arrangement of lines by which in rapid dialogue each 
speaker replies in the same number of lines as the questioner 
has used. Herm, conjectures that some remark of Agam. has 
fallen out between 759 and 760.] 

761. ‘The sequel, however’. 
762, ‘Him I once brought forth and bare in my womb’, 

— ‘Tit. ‘beneath my girdle’, similar example of mpabigrepar 
occurs E1..969, rds yap kTavw viv 7 pw’ @OpeWe KaTeKer ; 

766. ‘Yes, but without profit, as it seems’, ‘ye qualifies 
érekov supplied from 765. 

767. ‘Where was he as it fell out?’ The idea is of coin- 
-cidence rather than of chance. wrédts, metri gratia, as in 
Epic. Cf. rédeuos, wroXeuos. 

768. spp. 0avetv—pu7 Pavey would be more usual. 

ete TLohvpyjorwp—attracted into rel. clause; so Hipp. 101, 
| rye 9 jwodaiot cais epéorynxey Kimpis. This is ‘called inverse 

attraction and is found also in Lat. e.g. Verg. Aen. 1. 578, 
urbem quam statuo vestra est. 

972. ~évrav0’=both illic and illuc. ‘In charge of most 
eruel gold’. This may be a transferred epithet as mixp. should 
here properly belong to Polymestor. Cf. Verg. Aen. 1. 355, 

’ erudeles aras. 

774. tlvos y’—‘why, at whose hand else?’ Elmsley would 
change ‘ye into 6¢ on the ground that ye cannot occur in a 
question, and Pors. reads rivos mpds &d)ov; 

_ 715. % wov—T suppose he lusted to get gold’. 
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776. -rovatr’—‘even so’. Aristoph. has radra in same 
sense. , 

780. @xero-—virtually plupf. ‘She was gone to fetch’, 
782. @adacodmdrayxrév ye—‘yes, to be tossed on the sea, 

as thou beholdest’. The adj. is used proleptically, i.e. it anti- 
cipates the result of the action of the verb. 

783. oxetAla—[a/oxe which also appears in parts of Zw]. 
There is a double notion of wretch and wretchedness in the 
word. For gen. see 661 n. 

784. ‘Iam undone and nought of evil remains untried’. 

785, 6. Svervxijs...crdxyv—for a kindred play on words ef. 
Milton, Paradise Lost, Bk, 2, ‘surer to prosper than prosperity’, 
and Trabea, quoted by Cic. Tusc. disp. 4. 31, fortunam ipsam 
anteibo fortunis meis. Ter. Adelph. 761, ipsu si cupiat salus | 
servare prorsus non potest hanc familiam. 

_ [786—845. H. appeals to Agam. ‘Hear and help me: 
this man was my most familiar guest-friend (févos) and has 
violated all rights of hospitality. I indeed am myself weak, 
but the gods are strong and the principle or law on which they 
act. This now devolves on you to carry out. O, have pity! 
contrast my former state with my present forlornness. What, 
will you go from me? Oh! why are we not taught persuasion’s 
art as everything beside? I have no hope: my children are 
gone, my city burned. Then, too, I would urge the argument 
of love: this dead boy is your relation, since you have wedded 
Kasandra. O for a yoice in every part of me to plead my 
cause: help, help me, ’tis a noble man’s part’. } 

786. gorw—‘exists’. Observe position of the accent. 
A€yous—‘ unless thou shouldst mention’. Ayers of some MSS, 
puts the idea rather more definitely. 

787. _otvex’—‘on account of’. éexa usually follows its 
case: MSS. vary between ovvexa and elvexa: most modern edi- 
tors prefer the former. 

788. 8o1a denotes the divine spirit of equity which over- 
rides 76 dixatov. 
789. otépy. dv—‘I will be content’, 
790. dvSpés—used much as French Monsieur le, &e. So 

Ajax uses it of his bitterest foe Hektor, where (says Jebb) the 
word gives a certain tone of distance and aversion to the men- 
tion of a well-known but hated name, 
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793 sqq. ‘Though he had oft shared my board with me 

and in count of hospitality was in the first rank of my friends 
—yet, though he had got all that was proper and had received 
all consideration’, &c. Vv. 794, 5 are perhaps spurious: there 
is a great deal of unnecessary repetition in them and they are 
open to two objections, (1) ruxeiv governs an acc. unless rpwra 
be taken adverbially. Musgrave suggested &éva 7’, dona hos- 
pitalia. (2) Some participle seems required. Hence Porson 
well conjectured mpwros wy. 

795. mpopnPlay—some see here a reference to 1137, ‘having 
taken full forethought,’ but the true sense seems to be that 
which is given above, as more in harmony with the rest of 
what H. says for, ‘when he had got all that was needful (for 
Polydorus) and had taken him in charge’—a doubtful sense of 
mpoundiav]. Variants are mpou.cdiav (Musgrave), mpoduular 
(Herm. ). 

796, 7. P.’s crime was aggravated by his treatment of the 
corpse: for an unburied shade wandered about on the banks 
of the Styx and could get no rest for 100 years, Verg. den, 
6. 824. 

798. peév oty—‘then’, ‘to sum up’. tows—idiomatically . 
used as in English, though no doubt is expressed. 

799 sq. Every interpretation of this passage is attended 
with difficulties, so that little more can be done than to give a 
list of the more reasonable explanations, The passage hinges 
on the meaning of the ambiguous word véuos, which may be 
‘principle’, ‘law’, ‘custom’; its meaning being to some extent 

_ determined by Pindar’s saying véuos 6 ravrwv Bacidets. 

(i.) ‘But the gods are strong and so is law which con- 
trols them, a law by which we deem the gods to be, whereby 
we live with our views of right and wrong defined: and should 
this law, when it-has been referred to thee, be set at nought’, 
&e. The vdéuos in this case will be some high principle supe- 
rior even to the gods themselves, not unlike ’Avayxn of which 
Kur. Alk, 978 says, kal yap Zevs bri vevoy | cvv co. Todro Te- 
AeuTG. 

(ii.) vépos=‘law’, in its more usual sense, Eur, then 
says that law is superior to the gods because the state could 
dictate. who should and who: should not be worshipped. So- 
crates was condemned, we know, because he was accused of 
disallowing the state-gods. (iii.) If we substitute ‘convention’ 
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for ‘law’ we have the sophistic theory which Eur. is generally 
supposed to have held. This is Paley’s view. 

(iv.) A schol, takes a somewhat different view. ‘The 
gods are strong and their law which rules men: for we think 
that by law the gods (rule)’. Then Hec. implies that Agam, — 
as administrator of justice is for the time being in the place of 
the gods. 

801. Gpicpévor. This may be passive or middle, see 114 n. 
fopev—little more than écud, 

804, ipd...dépey—‘ violate’, metaph. from carrying off 
plunder. Sacrilege is out of place in connexion with P.’s 
crime, except in so far as fevia violated would be a sin, or 
religious offence, so that perhaps a reference is intended to 
some contemporary event. [ipds, connected with Sanskrit 
ishira, means ‘sound’, ‘fresh’, ‘strong’, as we see in relation 
to Ruap, duBpos, kdua, waves. The meaning ‘sacred’ arises from 
the fact that nothing blemished or unsound could be offered to 
the gods.] 

806. év aicxpw 6é..—‘ regarding these things as disgrace- 
ful’, so év xa\@ ridec@a: is used. 

807. «s ypad.—‘ as a painter stand off and look upon me | 
and scan the miseries which I endure’. A painter would get 3° 
better idea of a picture as a whole by standing away from it, 

810. otca—substituted by way of variety for jy. 

812. ‘ Whither stealthily (v7é) withdrawest thou thy foot 
from me?’ Agam. makes a movement to go. The phrase = 
gevyw and so governs an acc. Porson’s Tendering quo me cogis 
te sequi is forced, and Musgrave’s mo? mwereidyers has no au- 
thority. 

_ 813. ‘I seem likely to accomplish nought’. mpatev—the 
fut. (not pres.) inf. is usual after BovAoua, vmioxvéouae and 
other verbs in which the object of the expectation (yesh hope, — 
&c.) is something future. 

817. é&é ré\os—‘to perfection’, a sense conveyed in its deri- 
vative réXevos. 

818. tw fiv—(= ééjv) ‘in which case it were in our power’. 
This is Elmsley’s conjecture for iy’ 7 of some MSS. and is 
perhaps the original reading of the best MS. It is an in- 
stance of the peculiar usage with final conjunctions (iva, ws, érws) 
which are followed by past tense of indic, where the conse- 
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' quence is in fact an impossible one. Cf. Hipp. 647, wv’ eTxov 
nde rpocpwvrety Twa. 

820. aus—meaning herself, as we use ‘one’. See David 
Copperfield, chap. 24. “I observed that he always spoke of 
himself indefinitely as ‘a man’ and seldom or never in the first 
person singular...‘@ man might get on very well here’, &c.” 
Arica, Attic writers usually adopted the Aeolic forms cecas, 
cece in 2nd and 3rd sing.; but we find dpraNto at, AéEae (Aesch, h 
adyivas (Soph.), xrica (Eur. ), dxovoas, pyoas (iste), 

821. oi pév yap dvtes—‘for my former sins.’ So the best 
MSS, for which Weil proposes zo7’ évres and many editors 
rocotroc after later MSS.; which perhaps suggests as the true 
reading of yév rér’. 

822. ‘And I myself with shame perish a captive of the 
spear’. éml implies the conditions: slavery involves menial 
and degrading services. 

823, réovde—‘ yonder’. 

824. Kal pay introduces a fresh plea—‘And look you— 
although this perchance is a vain part of my appeal—the plea 
of love, to wit’. 

825. elovjrero— yet it shall be spoken’. The fut. perf. 
has often no perf. signification, especially in defective verbs. 

827. ‘K. the inspired, for so the Phrygians style her’. 
Kacdvipa—this emendation for Kacdvdpav proposed by Herm. 
is very good, for it is idle to say that the Phrygians called her 
Kasandra, unless indeed she had both a Trojan and Greek 
name, as Alexander and Paris, Pyrrhus and Neoptolemus. 

828. ‘In what way, sire, I ask (6f7a), wilt thou acknow- 
ledge thy nights of joy, or shall my daughter have any benefit 
of her sweetest wifely caresses, or I of her?’ xdpw merely 
= evvOLaY, and the sense is that, marriage being a close con- 
nexion, H. would expect to get some benefit from the re- 
lationship. 

831, 2. Spurious. mdavu says Pors. is rare in tragedy, 
and Pflugk shows that ray vuxr. r. d. must be taken together, 
and then no sense results, [Nauck reads vuxrepyciwv.] 

835. ‘One thing yet my speech doth lack’. 

836. et pov yev.—‘ would that I had’, an elliptical form 
like ef ydp, ei0e, to express a wish, So si in Lat. 
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837. Kdparor—Muser. objects that mourners shaved their 

heads, and that so the word is inappropriate: but the remark 
applies rather to hired mourners than to the queenly Hecuba. 
He suggested xéparor, ‘pupils of the eyes’, and even xyjuaiot, 
which is singularly inelegant. 

modeav Bdoe=7r0cl 6 dy Balvw. 

838. AaSardou—the recognised master of clever en- 
gineering and mechanical appliance, and of architecture and 
statuary. His sculptures seemed to move and speak: thus 
Eur. fragm. Eurysth. rd Aadddeva rdvra xwetr Oar doxet | aes 
T dydd\ual’* 5 avhp Ketvos codés. 

839. as txovro—‘ that weeping in concert they might cling 
to thy knees, urging all manner of pleadings’. é@xoaro, better 
than éxowro, of two good MSS., for where objects introduced 
by a neut. plur. are regarded as a united whole (and ouapra 
here combines them) a singular verb is used. 

842. mapdoxes—almostall MSS rdpacxe, which is admissible 
in compounds, as karacxe, H. Fur, 1210, though the simple verb 
always has oxés. 

843. ‘ Although she be nought’. 

844, ‘’Tis the part of a good man’, possessive gen. Good- 
win, § 169. 

846 sqq. The Chor. comments on the irony of fate which 
makes Hec. appeal for help to a notorious enemy against her 
former friend. ‘Wonder indeed how with men all things clash, 
and how their closest ties are determined by laws of circum- 
stance which make their deadliest foes their friends!’ vépor— 
we have a parallel in Bacch. 484 of véuor 5é Sudbopor. Musgrave’s 
alteration xpdvo, though it simplifies matters, is not necessary. 
avaykas, any tie of affection, or even=Lat. necessitudo. S.dp. 
is the gnomic aorist, 

[850—904. Agam. expresses his deep pity and says that - 
he would gladly help her but he is not a free agent: the army 
regard Polym. as a friend, and he cannot afford to come into 
ill odour with them. Hec. makes a reflection that no man 
is quite free; he is hampered by considerations of chance, or 
money, or multitude, or law. She asks Agam. at least to 
restrain any assistance from the Greeks, and she will do the 
rest. How? asks Agam. H. replies that she has many Trojan 
dames at hand to help, and cites the Lemnian affair and the 
murder by the Danaids as instances of women’s power. She 
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then sends an attendant to summon Polymestor and his 
children, and Agam. expresses his good wishes for the result. ] 

850. oéey=scov in Attic as well as Epic. Some gram- 
marians class this as a sixth case, meaning ‘from’, as olxodev, 
"AOnvnder. 

851. ‘I regard with pity’. Similarly 6¢ olkrov AaPely, 
Suppl. 194. 80 aicxvvys éxw, I. T. 683. 

854. davely y.—‘If in any way it should appear possible 
for thy plan to succeed, and for me to avoid appearing to the 
army to have planned this death against the king of Thrace 
for K.’s sake’. The opt. expresses A’s doubt as to the possibility 
of keeping the matter seeret. The re should stand strictly 
after dav. or else px) Sdéatue be changed to éué re orpar@ un Sota. 
[The best writers are often careless about particular words, 
thinking of the adjustment of the whole, ] 

857. Yori j.—‘ there is one point’. gcrw often combines 
with a relative adverb to form a fresh adverb. éorvw iva, dre, 
‘gometimes’, ‘often’. Soin Lat. est ubi=interdum. 

_ 859, ‘If yonder man is friend of mine, this is a private 
matter, and the army has no share therein’. ed 8 ésol—is 
Elmsley’s conjecture, and is preferable in sense to el dé co. 

861. «mpds tavTa—‘ therefore’, The phrase is idiomatically 
used, not to express a reason but a fixed resolve. Soph. El. 
820, pds Tatra Katvérw Tis =‘ now’, 

863. ‘If I am to be evil-spoken of by the Achaeans’. 
~ Dat. of agent with passive verb for vmo with gen. From é&a- 

Badrw comes d:dBoros, ‘ the accuser’. 
864, dev—‘O fie!’ Expressing contempt rather than sorrow. 

éo-ris—vaguer than és, Lat. qui with subj. 

866. wmdéAcos—a rarer form of moXcws, a remnant of the 
old gen. in -nos, which latter does not appear in tragedy till Eur. 
Attic generally disliked the combination -70, vads, ads, are 
genuine Attic forma. ) 

867. ‘Stay him so that he uses a temper not accordant to 
his judgment’; or ‘keep him from using such temper as he 
would’, wy is redundant according to the Gk. idiom which mul. 
tiplies negatives; it is a little out of place on the second rendering. 

868. amdAéov ven.—nimium tribuis, as in Suppl. 248, vépovres 
7 POdvy mwréov wépos. Kur. was not the radical Aristoph. makes 
im. 
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869. ‘I will rid thee of this fear’. 

870. EdvicOi—from évvoida. H. urges him to be ACCESSOLy 
before the fact without taking any ostensible part in the re- 
venge. 

871. cvvdpdorgs St px—‘ But take no active share therein’. 
ph avvdpa, wn ovvdparns are good, uy ovvdpgs (conj.), m7 ou. 
dpacov bad, though the latter form is very rarely found. 

872. ‘But if there arise on the part of the Achaeans any 
riot or rescue, while the man of Thrace is suffering what suffer 
‘he shall, stop it without appearing to do so for my sake’, 
Tor .— gen. abs., for émixoup. would require a dat. prj, not 
ov, because the phrase=yuy ddke. Xdpww—virtually a prep. 
‘and éuiy xdpw=€uod xdpu. Other adverbial accus. are mpd- 
‘pacw, Tédos, Tpdwor, inet dpx7v, wépas, and dixny. 

876. otv—‘pray’, sarcastic. ddc-yavov—for opayavor, 
from cdatw, cf. Ppéyw=Tpédow., 

880. ‘The tents conceal a number of Trojan dames.’ 
The perf.=a present like ofda, dédocxa, wepdoBnuat, wépvuxa, 
€ornka, OAwAa, KEKTNUWaL, KExAnUaL, Méuynuat, wéxo.Oa. [Some 
“MSS. read xexevOovot. a Dorie form, cf. dedoixw, Kexd7yw, Te- 
PvKL. | 

882. dovéd—In Lat. & is short, as Orphed, and twice in 
Kur., in all other places long. It may perhaps in some places 
be read as one syllable, dove. 

883. Kal mas—‘pray, how?’ Cf. 515 n. 

885. péudhopat—‘I have a poor opinion of’. So udu 
éxew, hen P. V. 445, 

886. Aiytwrr.—The Danaides murdered their husbands, 
fifty in number, sons of Aegyptus, on their wedding-night, 
the only one who was spared being Lynkeus, whom his wife 
»Hypermnestra saved. ’ 

887. ‘Utterly depopulated Lemnos of males’. The more 
usual constr. is found in 948. dpSnv—contracted from dépiny, 
properly means ‘lifted up on high’. [ When the Argonauts landed 
at Lemnos they found that the women had slain their own 
‘husbands, except perhaps the king Thoas (Hdt.%6, 138).] 

888. ds yeviobw—‘so be it’, ws=olrTws. yevécOw, better 
than yevéoda of most MSS. 

889. ‘Send me this lady’. jo.—dat. ethic. 
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890. mrabetoa—(not mracbe?ca) from mddOw, collat.. form 
of re\dw; this participle is chiefly confined to choral parts. 

892. ‘On thy business no less than hers’. xpéos is like 
xap in 874. So Lat. tuam vicem. 

895. tapbov=Ttagyv. Cf. 672. 

896. 71éd’ d8eAd.—‘ That these two, brother and sister, 
side by side on one pyre, twofold grief to their mother, may 
be buried in the earth.’ 

898. ‘(And it may be so) for if the army had been able 
to sail I could not have granted thee this favour: but, as it 
is, for the god sends not favouring breezes, remain we must, 
watching quietly for a chance of sailing’. 

900. nor.—t doubtful, as in Nav, iduat, larpds. SpevTas may 
refer back to orparéy, a noun of multitude. aovxoyv, advb., for 

mous Hovxos is a very unusual phrase, [dpavra mu. " Herm.’s conj. 
is a decided improvement, and one MS. has -avra. Dindorf 
adopts Hartung’s novyous]. 

905—952. Third Stasimon. ‘ Thou, O my native Ilium, no 
more shalt count thyself as one of cities unsacked: such a 
cloud of Hellenes shrouds thee round and hath sacked thee 
with the spear, even the spear. Of thy coronal of towers art 
thou shorn, and with most piteous stain of smoky flame art 
all defiled; forlorn one, never more shall I tread (thy streets). 
At midnight my destruction began, when after banqueting 
sweet sleep is spread upon the eyes, and my lord had made 
meé cease from song and choral sacrifice, and lay upon his bed, 
his spear on its peg, watching no more for the thronging sailors 
entering Ilian Troy. I was arranging my hair in the snood 
that bound it up, gazing into the mirror’s vista’d light, to 
sink upon my cushioned bed: then through the city came a 
ringing shout, and down Troy’s streets the cry was this, ‘‘ Sons 
of the Hellenes, when, oh when will ye have sacked the Tian 
citadel and reached your homes?” ‘Then left I my loved bed 
in a single robe like some Dorian maid, but—unhappy—I 
gained nought by my session at awful Artemis’ shrine. But 
I saw my bedfellow dead, and am borne away o’er the deep 
salt sea, and looking back upon my city, as the ship started 
on her return and sundered me from the land of Ilium, in 
my misery I fainted from grief, deyoting to curses Helen 
sister of the Dioscori, and the shepherd of Ida, Paris the 
dread, since his marriage—no marriage that, but some woe 

E. H. 8 
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of the avenger—drove me in ruin from my fatherland and — 
exiled me from home. Her may the salt sea ne’er carry back,. 
never may she reach her ancestral home!’ 

906. tav drop§.—sc. modéwy, partitive gen. Goodwin, § 
169, The constr. is imitated by Hor. Odes 3. 13, fies nobilium — 
tu quoque fontium. i 

_éEa—Cf. our use of the word ‘tell’. This fut. may very. 
possibly be passive; for about 100 Greek verbs, most of them 
with pure stems, have a passive sense in their fut. middle, 
e.g. Alk, 322, dN’ adrix év rots ovKér odor NéLomat. 

907. véhos—used of any great number. So Livy 42. 10 
nubes telorum, and Verg. Aen. 12. 254; facta nube, cf. Heb. 
xii. 1 ‘cloud of witnesses’. 

910, doxéx.—perf. pass. of dmoxelpw, used here in a 
middle sense, which accounts for the ace. The phrase dzoxel- 
pecOa. kéuas is common enough. See also 114 n. For ored¢, 
mupy. cf. Soph. Ant. 124, credavwua ripywvr |"“Hpatorov wev- 
kdev@’ édetv. 

912. «ndtd’.—Pors. makes this dat. and reads oixrpordry, 
but it is doubtful if final « of dat. can be so elided. ‘The ace. 
is a kind of cognate acc. 

915. jpos—Hom. word. é« Selarvev=ex cena, 55 n. 

916. KlSvara.—or oxidvara. ~—Same root as scindo, quasi 
oKlydue. 

918. Kataravocas—lIt is easy to supply éué, though it may 
be for xararavcapuevos, cf. 1108. Various readings so as to 
introduce an acc. are xoporo.v and xaporoaov Ovoray. 

921. vavrav—adjectival in sense. 

926. drepp. eis adyds—The allusion is to the vista which 
meets our gaze when we look into a mirror, The Schol. 
interprets ‘round’ like dzeipova yaiavy, making it a transferred 
epithet. Weil thinks that the mirror looks at one without 
ceasing. 

927. émdésviov—This for éridéuvios, which would be very 
otiose, is due to Pors. [Musgrave conjectured émidelavios.] 

931. °IX. oKomdy—i.e. Pergamus. Cf. Homer’s “I\os 
NVEMOET OU. 
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933. The Dorian girls often wore only a single light gar- 

ment (xirdéviov), fastened with clasps down the side. See 

Mahaffy, Gk. Antiquities p. 46. 3 

940, mé8a.--prob. not technically the ‘sheet’ [ pes in Catull. 
4, 20, utrumque Iuppiter | simul secundus incidisset in pedem] 
but of motion generally. Cf. 1020. 

945. alvérapw—Cf. Hom. Il. 3. 39, dvorapis, and for 
the whole sentiment Aesch. dAgam. 689, édévaus, Edavdpos, 
é\émtods (of Helen), and Androm. 103, ’INw airewg Ildpis od 
yduov adda Tw’ arav | ayayer’. 
"951, dv—se. Helen. . , 

[952—1022. Enter Polymestor the cruel Thracian king: 
the hypocritically expresses sorrow for Hecuba’s accumulated 
miseries and excuses his delay in coming. Hecuba puts some 
searching questions to him about her boy and the treasures 
sent with him; and on pretence of showing him other treasures 
hid within the tent she induces him and his children to enter 
with her. ] 

953. It seems quite natural that P. overdoing his part 
should address Priam as well as Hecuba. Nauck and others 
however condemn the vVei'se. 

956. ovK« ovdtv—a stronger form of oddéy, whereas ovdéy 
ov would mean ‘everything’. Lat. nihil non. 

957. at—with mpdéew xaxéds. 

958. ‘And the gods stir them up backwards and forwards, 
introducing confusion, that through ignorance we may worship 
them’, avrd—i.e. prosperity and adversity. otpovo1.—as 
if they were the ingredients of a pudding. dyveclg—causal 
dative, Goodwin, § 188. The ignorance is of course ignorance 

_ of the future. 
960. ‘But why need one lament over these things, ad- 

_vancing not ahead of his evils?’ The metaphor is from the 
pioneers of an army. 

962. ‘If thou blame me at all for’. +i—cognate ace. 
Goodwin, § 159 note 1: the object of uéuge viz. pe is’ easily 
understood from the context. 

_ @. € amrovelas—causal gen. Goodwin, § 173.2. péudopas 
is followed by two constructions: (1) péudoual rwi te obicio 
aliquid alicui; (2) wu. ria twos (as here). Cf. ypddouar Piur- 
tov ddvou. . 

8—2 
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963. oxés— restrain it’ (viz. 7d péuperbar): more usually 

érioxes: not ‘restrain thyself’ which would rather be middle, 
but yet is constantly used for ‘stop’. 

Tvyxave—although 7des is aorist. So 1134 dtdwor and 
nv. ‘As it happened I was away in the midland districts of 
Thrace when thou camest hither, and on my arrival this 
servant of thine meets me as I am already lifting my foot 
from the tents’. 168’ atpovru= ééidvri, 

967. KdAtov—cf. dywv 369 note. 

968. atoyxbvopar mpooPAérey—‘ I shrink from looking at’. 
al. mpocB\érwv would mean ‘I look upon with shame’, ef. 
552 note. 

971—-was suspected by Porson, who proposed either to 
place it after 972, or to read xav for év, ovx for xodxn. Other 
editors are more sweeping; Dindorf condemns 970—973, 
Hartung 973—975. 

TvyXavovea agrees not with aldds uw’ @xec but with aldoduat 
for which this is an equivalent: so Ion 927, vretéavrAGv—alpet 
pe (=alpoua). tva—‘ wherein’, 

972. The object of mrpooBdérew is rovrov, to be supplied 
from 6rw. oe which is read generally is omitted in the best MS. 

opbais Kop. —‘ with unayerted eyes’, Iph, Awl. xaip’ od yap 
6p0ois Gupaciy o” ér eloop®. Hor. Od. 1. 3, 18, rectis oculis 
(Bentley’s conj. for siccis). 

973. ‘But regard it not as enmity to at . She really 
feared to betray her purpose by the hate gleaming from her 
eyes. avro—i.e. 7d uu me mpocBdérew oe. oé_ey—objective 
gen. after dUcvoay. Goodwin, § 167. 3. 

BA Hyyoy—In prohibitions un de, wy AVonS are good, 
by AUS, KH AUoov bad Greek. . Goodwin, § 254, See 871 n. 

974. ‘And moreover custom also is to some extent the 
cause that women look not straight at men’. atrvov regularly 
takes acc. and inf. 

976. Kal...ye. ‘Ay, and no wonder’. The phrase is 
common in tragedy. 

tis xpela o &u00; ‘What need hast thou of me ?” se. &xet. 
Cf, Homer J/, 11. 606, ri 5¢ ce xpew eveto; 

977. ‘Wherefore didst thou send for me from the house ?’ 
vl xpipa—Goodwin, § 160, 2, cf. xdpw 892 n. éméurpo =ere- 
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wéuyw. The middle often has a causal sense: wvAdiito, ‘T write’, 
ypdpoua, ‘I get written’, 

978. 8y—emphasises éuavr7ys, giving the reason why soli- 
tude was desirable. | 

979. déwrdovas—his escort, not before mentioned. Euripides 
has not explained how the same king was on good terms with 
both Greeks and Trojans. Probably he had in mind the 
shifting policy of the Thracian kings of his own day. 

983. oe xpyv—so the best MS. The others cé xp7. 

986. eiwt ratda ci £.—‘ Tell me if my son yet lives’. Greek 
emphasises the subject of a dependent clause by making it the 
object of the principal verb; cf. Hur. Andr. 645, ri dir av 
elwots Tovs yépovTas ws copol. 

é€—i.e. having received him from. 
988. rad. oe épricopar. Greeks could say either époual 

ge or époual 71, and here the two constructions are combined : 
ef. Pind. Ol, 6. 81, dravras év otxw elpero maida, ‘(The king) 
asked all in the house about the child’. 

989. pdAvora— certainly (he lives)’. 

7d xelvov pépos—‘with regard to him’. Rhes. 405, rd odv 
épos. 

pey—virtually =‘at any rate’. ‘ Whatever thy other woes, 
in him’ &ce. 

990. Notice here and elsewhere in the play the ‘ tragio 
Irony’ which consists in the speaker’s words meaning much 
more to the audience than to the person to whom they are 
addressed. 

991. ‘What pray in the next place wouldst thou learn 
of me?’ Polym. repeats Hecuba’s own word devrepor, 

992. Verg. Aen, 3, 341, ecqua tamen puero est amissae cura 
parentis. 

993. ‘Yes, and sought to come hither to thee by stealth’. 
Kpvgvos—adj. for adv. Cf. Gray’s Elegy, ‘How jocund did 
they drive their team afield!’ #s—only in Attic and nearly 
always ‘to’ persons. 

994. dv txov—‘in possession of which’, With verbs of 
coming and the like, the participles éywv, dépwr, dywr, often 
mean little more than cum, ‘ together with ’. 

995. ‘Safe, at all events (ye) guarded, &.’ 
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996. ‘Nor lust after what is thy neighbour’s’. td mAy¥- 

oLov=Td Twy wAyjotov is a most rare construction. mdjorov 
being an adverb needs the article before it can represent a 
substantive. épa governs the gen. of the thing aimed at. 

997. tKora—‘ by no means’, minime; an instance of 
softening down. 

dvo.luny— May I but enjoy my present estate’. Alk. 335, 
Tiws Gyno edxouat | Oeots yevéoOa. Polym. deprecates covet- 
ousness; ovivapat, dmo\avw, and other verbs of enjoying, take 
a gen. which i is perhaps partitive. 

998, 9. d&d—rovTo—coming together have offended some 
critics, it would seem without cause. Brunck reads rtaira, 
Porson 6. 

1000. tr’ & b.—‘ There is, oh thou that art beloved as thou 
art now beloved by me’. P. What is it that I and my 
children must know? H. Ancient vaults of gold belonging 
to the house of Priam’. Polymestor in his greedy haste 
interrupts her, and this accounts for the sing. éor: followed 
by the plural xarwpvxes. This Schema Pindaricum, i.e. sin- 
gular verb with plural noun is rare in Attic, cf. Shakespeare, 
‘His steeds to water at those springs | on chaliced flowers that 
lies. 

d. >. & o. v. & b.=6 exdore. [The usual reading is 
iste pur. ‘let it (viz. 6 Nédyos) be beloved as thou art now 
beloved by me’, But the objections to this are strong.] 

1003. wba: nbohtty refers to what precedes. 
1004. ‘Certainly, through thee; for thou art a pious 

man’, with especial and bitter reference to his impious treat- 
ment of her son. 

1008. Yva—‘ where are’ sc. eigiy, 

1010. ‘yqs tmepré\Acvea—‘ rising above the earth’. Cf. 
Or. 6, kopupys dreprédovTa dermalywy mérpov. 

1011. @éu—‘any more’, like French encore, a virtually 
_ comparative particle, tay éxket—‘ concerning matters there’ 
=epl Tay éxel, 

1013, ‘Where, pray? or hast thou hidden it within thy 
robes?’ seems better than 7. Kptipao? éxas—Lat. occultwm 
habes, stronger than xéxpv¢as. : 

1014. oxtA\a—spoils, stripped from a fallen enemy (cxvddAw, 
I strip), but the word is used in a wider signification here, 
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1015. ‘But where? For here are the enclosures where 

harbours the Achaeans’ fleet’. It would of course be hard 
for Trojan slaves to hide any large amount of gold. Hecuba 
explains that the tents of the women are private. 

1016. ‘Are things within quite safe, and is there an ab- 
sence of males ?’ 

1018. pets povar, The fem. is no violation of Dawes’ 
canon (cf. 237 n.), for she alludes not to herself alone but to all 
the Trojan women. 

1019. Kal yap— for in truth’. 

1020. Avoa w6da—cf. 940, note. 

1021, 2. ‘That thou mayest go back with thy children 
to where thou didst lodge my son’. This is the climax of 
Hecuba’s irony. She means to Hades; Polymestor, not aware 
that she knew of his treachery, thinks that she means safe 
away to Thrace. 

[1023—1055. Polymestor follows Hecuba into the tents, 
“and the Chorus sing a short ode to prepare the minds of the 
audience for the cries of Polymestor, who rushes in, his eyes 
blinded and children slain before his eyes. ] 

1023. Addressed to Polymestor. tows-—‘ equally’, i.e. 
‘none the less’. Thy punishment is as certain as if already 
inflicted. | 

1025 sqq. ‘Like a man that has reeled and fallen into some 
harbourless sea, haying forfeited thy being thou shalt lose 
thy dear life. For where liability to Justice and to the gods 
coincide, deadly, ay deadly is the calamity’ with which the 
offender expiates his crime, [lt is impossible that ‘to. fall 

_ from one’s dear life’ is good Greek for ‘to die’, and xapdia 
is rather the seat of feeling than of life, The verses are in all 
probability corrupt.] dvtkos—not ‘a hold’ but ‘ bilge-water’; 

_ here and in Pindar of the sea; the Racy meaning of the word 
seems to be that of stagnant water. éxpros—otherwise ex- 

plained. ‘by a lurch of the vessel ’ Pflug ofras—an epic 
epithet, like Homer’s gidov jrop. See the other reading, 
is not Attic. 

1027. duépoas—possibly means ‘having deprived Poly- 
mestor of life’; here only is the word used in tragedy. ov—the 
correction of Hemsterhuys for the MS, reading ov. 
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1032. 680d—gen. after Wedser, involving separation, Good- 
win, § 174. - 

1033. Oavaow.ov— to thy death’ proleptic with ¢é. 
1034. darodkguw xepl—cf. Judg. 9. 54 (Abimelech to his 

armourbearer), ‘Draw thy sword, and slay me, that men say 
not of me, A woman slew him’. The dative is causal, Goodwin, 
§ 188. 

1035. Polymestor is heard screaming behind the scenes. 

1037. ‘ Yet again alas for your unhappy butchery’. 

1038, ‘Dears, terrible evils have been wrought within’. 
Katva— fresh’, and so ‘ strange’, ‘ terrible’. | 

1039. ‘Be sure ye shall not escape’. o¥ py with aorist 
conjunctive is an emphatic denial, with future indic, 2nd pers. 
sing. a strong prohibition, | 

1040. ‘For I will strike and burst open the inmost 
recesses of these tents!’ i.e. no seclusion will protect them 
from his fury. 

dvapp.—dva- as in ay-olyw, ava-rerdvvy. The doubled p 
represents the pronunciation. 

1041. ‘Look! the blow of his heavy hand is sped forth’. 
The verse is more appropriate in the mouth of the Chorus. 

1042, PBotdeorGe—The leader of the Chorus asks the other 
Trojan dames éraomécwpev—Goodwin, § 256. 

1044. pmdtv—adverbial. é«Bdd\d\ov—‘pulling up’ from 
the ground. 

1045, 6. ov,...od—The asyndeton is for effect. 

1046. ods er. é.—Triumphantly addressed to the audi- 
ence, and in strong antithesis to ¢ovras. 

1047, ‘What? didst thou overthrow the Thracian, and 
hast thou, mistress, the mastery over thy guest-friend?’ 7 yap— 
expressing mixed admiration and surprise,—‘ Can it be that?’ 

1050. tvpdA@ wr. 1odi—‘with blind unsteady step’. A fa- 
vourite phrase of Euripides, found three times in Phoen. 834, 
1539, 1616: cf. rupdAyv xépa ib. 1699, 7bda rupdédrovy ib. 1550. 
Milton, Samson Agonistes, ‘lend thy guiding hand | to these 
dark steps’. 

1054, ‘But I will depart and stand out of the way of the 
most formidable Thracian boiling over with rage’, éxmroddv— 
w. dat. cf, 52 note. 

/ 
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1055. {éovr.—Barnes’ correction for the péovr: of the MSS., 
which does not offer a very good sense. Dem. de Cor. p. 272, 
TOAA® péovTe kad’ vuds, is not strictly parallel. Cf. Soph. Oed. 
Col. 434, danvik’ fer Oupds. [Verbs with monosyllabic stem in e¢ 
contract only ee and ee, so féw, feis, fel, Selrov, Somer, felre, 
géover. Aéw, I bind, is the only exception and is contracted in 
most forms. Goodwin, § 98 note 1, p. 98,] @vpoa—dat. of re- 
ference, 

[1056—1106. Polymestor bursts on to the stage like a 
wild beast, groping and stumbling, his eyes streaming with 
blood. He dare not leave his children, yet longs to tear his 
enemies limb from limb, and calls upon Greeks and Thracians 
for aid. Whither shall he go? To Orion, or Seirius, or the 
dark ferry which leads to hell?] 

1057. KéAc@—‘put in’, sc. rnv vaiv. Delib. conj. Goodwin, 
§ 256. [The forms xé\\w and dxéddw are collateral: so dtpouac 
and édvpoua. Cf, 740 n.] 

1058. ‘Setting myself on my hands with the movement of 
a fourfooted mountain beast’, He is moving on all fours. 
[Porson would read xal kar’ txvos or kal txvos in the sense of 
vestigium= ‘foot’, Hermann émi=émiribéuevos omitting the 
comma at xé\ow so as to govern Bdour.] 

1060. éfaAAd—Ew—‘shall I take instead’ of my present 
course? So éfapeiBw. 

1063. tdAatvoar—‘ cruel’. ° 

1064. mot xal—d515 n. ot pvyov—Adverbs of time and 
place denoting a point in and of the whole govern a partitive 
gen. mol ys; myvika THis nuépas; ‘at what time of day?’ Lat. 
ubi gentium? Cf. 961 n. Goodwin, § 168. vya mrdaccovet 
= gevyovot and so takes an ace. 

_ 1066. Polymestor invokes the sun, as king of light, to 
give him light and heal his eyes. ei@e dxéoato—(from dxecal- 
pnv) ‘O that thou wouldst heal’. tuddAdv déyyos= blindness. 
[Reiske conjectured végos for ¢éyyos. Weil reads éradddtas= 

- thaving substituted’.] 
1069. ‘I perceive the stealthy step of women near’. The 

Greeks did not accurately distinguish between the various 
senses, so xrimov dédopxa: alcPavoua is usually ‘I perceive 
with my eyes’. 1290 n. ; 

1070. émdtas wé8a—‘ having rushed’. érdccw is transi- 
tive; a force given to it by the preposition. Aj. 40, xat wpds ri 

- 
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ducoyoTov wo’ Héev xépa; ‘And wherefore darted he thus his 
senseless hand?’ 

1071. ‘CanIbe glutied with their flesh and bones, making 
myself a banquet on the brutes, winning for myself their de- 
struction as a compensation for my maltreatment?’ dytlrowa 
in apposition with \wfav: cf. Or. 8, opdyiov @Oero warépa ma- 
Tpgwv waléwy auorBar. 

1076. Bdrxxars “At.—‘hell hounds’, Polymestor dare not 
go far from the tents lest his children’s bodies may be muti- 
lated. 

Staporpacar.—Cf. 1107 pépew. Alk. 230, wréov 7 wedacoa.- 
1077. ‘Butchered, food for dogs and outcast on the cruel 

mountain side’. 

1079. Kdpapo—‘tack’, [Formerly translated ‘bend my 
knee’, i.e. rest, but it seems better to make the metaphor of a 
ship begin from this word. ] | 

1080. ‘Gathering up my linen robe like some ship with 
sea-going rigging, having as my children’s guard rushed upon 
this deadly lair’. &mws—of comparison, 398 n. melopata— 
usually the hawsers which bound the ship to the shore, here ~ 
the rigging. Kolrav—wild beasts’ lair, not the couch on which 
the dead children lay, 

1085. ‘How intolerable the evils which have been wreaked 
upon thee’. elpyacrat.is usually active after the time of 
Sophokles: but here as 1087 is spurious it must be active: cf. 
264 n. 

1086. rdmiripra—se. gor. 
SpdcavTi—The Greek theory of retribution was that it was 

as certain to follow guilt as the night to follow day, dpacavri 
qadety as the proverb put it. Cf. Eur. fragm. 7 dixn...ctya Kal 
Bpadet trodi | oreixovoa pappe rods xaxods bray rixy. ' Hor. Od. 
3. 2. 31, raro antecedentem scelestum | deseruit pede poena 
claudo. 

1087. Inserted from 722. 

1090. ‘O race rejoicing in steeds and inspired by Ares’, 
i.e. warlike. 

1094. 4 and yu in iambics form a crasis with ov, cf. 1249 n. 

4100. ‘Shall I fly up to the lofty halls of heaven where 
Orion or Seirius darts from his eyes flaming rays of fire, or 
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shall I in my misery rush to Hades’ black ferry?’ ’Optwy—in 
Greek the « is doubtful, in Latin always long. . Orion was the 
Nimrod of Greek mythology, a mighty hunter, and after death 
became a constellation which rose soon after the summer solstice. 
aurrdpevos=cvarrauevos from avirroua a collateral form of 
avarérouat. Goodwin, p. 243 s.v. réroua. Cf. auBjoec 1263. 
Zelpros—properly ‘scorching’ se, dgrjp. Otherwise known as 
the dog-star, ef. Verg. Aen, 10. 274, Sirius ardor, | ille sitim 
morbosque ferens mortalibus aegris | nascitur, et laevo contristat 

~ lumine caelum. addiyor belongs in sense both to ’Opiwy and 
Zetpos, in grammar only to the latter. AtSa mop0uds—the 
Styx. 

1107. €vyyvwora—‘it is pardonable’, pl. for sing.; so 
advvard éotw, ‘it is impossible’, yaderd éorw. Verg. Aen. 1. 
667, frater ut Aeneas—iactetur—nota tibi—‘it is known to 
thee how &c.’ [The Chorus advise suicide.] 

Kpelooov’ i pépev—‘too heavy to bear’ cf. Soph. O. T. 
1293, 7d yap vbonua petrov 7 pépew. é€arradkAdEar—act. for 

mid. 918 n. {ys has been substituted by modern edd. for 
MS. ¢wis which does not scan. 

[1109—1131. Agamemnon attracted by the uproar joins 
them, and asks Polymestor who has done the deed. Poly- 
mestor longs to clutch Hecuba and tear her limb from limb. 
Agam. advises less savage measures, saying that he will judge 
the matter. ] 

1109. ‘For in no quiet tones hath Echo, child of the 
mountain rock, cried aloud through the host’. This beautiful 
metaphor illustrates the way in which many a Greek myth 
arose, Cf. Aesch. Ag. 477, xaais | rndod Edvoupos Siypia Koves. — 

1112. yopev—‘ had we not known’. This reading is de- 
rived from the Etymologicon Magnum (about a.p. 1000); the 
MSS. reading icuev is cléarly wrong. The best Attic forms 
are 707, 75no0a, Hoe, RoTov, HoTHY, FoMEV, TOTE, Tjoav. 

1113. mapécyxev—‘ would have occasioned’. ay is not ne- 
cessary, cf. the Lat. sustulerat =sustulisset, Hor. Od. 2, 17, 28. 
{Many editors read apécy’ av, but as Elmsley remarks Eur. 
would have written this rapécxev av.] 

1114, yop—(I appeal to thee) ‘for’. 

1116. %a—out of the verse, as ped 956. a Sie ee 
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1119. vol—dat. incommodi. Sotis iy dpa—‘ Whoever 

he was’, 511 n. 

1120. ‘Nay destroyed me not but worse’: i.e. od pdvov 
aarwrece. For a similar correction cf. 948, yduos, ob yduos d\Aad 
KT.’ Liv. 39. 28, nec cum Maronitis, inquit, mihi aut cum 
Eumene disceptatio est, sed etiam vobiscum Romani. peloves-— 
Many of these forms are found in Attic writers: Thucydides 
uses évdcecrépws, dopadeorépws, yaherwrépws, warakwrépws, vmro- 
deeotépws: Sophokles, wecdyws: Huripides, evAaBeorépws. 

1122. +l dys;—‘ What say’st thou?’ a formula of surprise. 
Note the « subscript. 

ov...cv—Emphatically repeated. A. cannot believe his ears. 

elpyaoat—mid, not pass. cf. 1085 n. 

1125. elit wrov éotlv—‘tell me where he is’, drov is more 
usual. 

- 1127. etros—‘ho there’, heus tu. The expression could 
only be used by a superior to his inferior, the barbarian Poly- 
mestor being as inferior to Agamemnon as an Indian rajah to 
the Viceroy of India. 

al maoxes;—‘ what ails thee?” 

1128. ‘Let me go that I may lay on her my raging hand’: 
Agamemnon had caught hold of him. édetvar=wore édeivat. 
papydw—desideratives from substantives and adjectives are 
formed in -dw and -i4w; so Oavaraw, ‘I long to die’, from 
Oavaros ‘death’: dovdw, ‘I thirst for blood’. 

1129. Td BipBapov—‘thy savagery’, viz. ‘the non-Hellenic 
idea that he might take summary vengeance, Euripides 
throughout draws a contrast between Savagery as represented 
by Polym. and Hecuba, and Law as typified in the Greeks, He 
goes so far however as to make Agamemnon almost an Athe- 
nian dikast. 

[1132—1182. Polymestor shortly excuses his crime: if he 
had not slain the boy there would have been a uucleus for the 
Trojans and a second Trojan war with desolation for Thrace 
would have taken place. He then gives a detailed account of 
the way in which his children had been butchered and his own 
eyes put out.] 

1132. éyoup? é&v—‘ I will gladly speak’, modified future. 
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1134, 8&8wo1—historic present. tpépeav=iva rpépormt. 
Goodwin, § 265. 

1135. tUwowros—‘ suspicious’. Verbals in -ros are usually 
passive; but we find in an active sense miorés, ‘relying’; weur- 
ros, ‘blaming’; ayevoros, ‘not tasting’; dwaveros, ‘not touch- 
ing’; and others. 

1137. mpopnPia—see 795 n. 

1139. dOpoloy, Evvorxloy—-are irregular after the historic 
é5ecca, but not so much so as to necessitate the optative being 
substituted. Cf. 27 n, 

/ 

1140. ‘That one of the house of Priam was alive’. {évra, 
predicate, i 

1141. ata—for yaza to suit the metre, only found in Ho- 
mer and tragedians, 

1142. trera—‘in the next place’. trdSe—‘ yon’, pointing 
at them. 

1143. Cf, Thue. 1. 11. (The Greeks at Troy) ‘on their 
arrival conquered the Trojans in battle,—this is clear, for else 
they would not have been able to build the rampart for their 
camp,—and evidently not even here did they employ all their 
forces, but turned their attention to farming the Chersonese 
and to freebooting’. 

1143, yelroves Tpwyv, ‘neighbours of the Trojans’. [This 
is better than translating Tpwwy Troianorum causa.] 

‘And that evil might befall us from which we were lately 
suffering’, . 

1146. #s—with the future participle gives the avowed 
reason, 511 n.; ‘pretending to be about to tell me’. 

1148. pdévov—not inconsistent with ov réxvas, but apart 
from the rest of the camp and therefore where no aid could 
reach him. Med, 513, tvv réxvots povn povois. 

1149. eide(y—optative after historic present, 

1150. Kdprpas yovu— Le. resting. 

1151. yepds @& dptorepas—‘on my left hand’. [yefpes of 
all the MSS. is an evident mistake; the correction is due to 
Milton. ] 

1152. os 8y—‘as if forsooth’. 6, dfra often, 670ev always 
is sarcastic. 
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. 1153. [Oéxovs txoveai—This is Hermann’s emendation 
for “@akovv and is preferable on two grounds, (1) The aug- 
ment is not as a rule omitted in Attic Greek, nor can the e be 
prodelided after the diphthong of xépa:r. (2) The sense is con- 
siderably improved.] Kepx(Sa, cause for effect, lit. the shuttle, 

_ here the garment spun. "H8evijs xepds—‘ of Edonian make’. 
The Edonians were a Thracian people, and Edonian means 
little more than Thracian. tm’ avyds—‘bringing them under 
the rays of the light’, hence the acc. Goodwin, p. 181. 

1155. Kdpaxa—‘ spear’, part for the whole, properly only 
the shaft. Opyxtay—gives the reason why the women wished 
to see it, 

1156. ‘yupvov p’ e@nxav— they stripped me of’, yuurbs, 
with other words signifying separation [e.g. xevds, épnuos, ] 
govern the gen, Goodwin, § 174. 7 , 

_- Surt’xov-crodloparos—‘ my twofold equipment’, i.e. pro- 
bably, as Weil with one Scholiast suggests, the two spears 
which heroes carried [not the spear and cloak, for rovcde 7é- 
mous seems to show that he still had his garments, nor would 
these be much protection. ] 

1158. ‘Kept dandling them in their hands, that they . 
might be far from their father exchanging them with successions. 
of hands’, i.e. passing them from hand to hand. [xepév is 
doubtful, the two best MSS. having da xepds (which 1s unme- 
trical) written over an erasure. xepév is very awkward after 
xepoty in 1158.} 

1159. yévowro has more MS. authority than yévoiro, 
Neuters plural usually take a singular verb, but exceptions 
occur. See 839n, ‘The verse is deficient in caesura. 

1160. xKdéra=«xal eira. In a crasis anc is subscript only 
when the second word contains anc: thus xas for cal és. é«— 
‘following’. més Soxets;—‘ Can you believe it?’ often inserted 
thus parenthetically. Hipp. 446, rotrov A\aBotca, ms doxets, 
KadvBpicev. . 

1161. AaBotoat—supply ai uev to correspond with ai 6é, 
62. 

~- 1162. ‘While others like enemies clutched and held my 
hands and limbs’. [‘Like enemies’ is, it must be confessed, 
very feeble, wodeplwv being a word of wide but not intense 
meaning, and is much weaker than e.g. éx@pds, cf, Xen. Anab, 
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1, 8.12 6 & dvyp...xaderwraros 8 éxOpds @ dv todéusos J. A 
man may be at war with another because their countries are 
at war and yet hive no feeling of personal hate against him, 
The emendation of Mr A. W. Verrall rro\vréSev is worth con- 
sidering, being mucl: more graphic, and the change is slight, 
‘Devil fish’ grow to great size and strength in the Mediterra- 
nean.] 

1165. ‘Whenever I tried to lift up my face’, éaveralny 
—optative of repeated effort. Iph. Taur. 325, adv’ ef pvyou tes, 
drepot mpookeluevot | EBaddov avrous. 

1166. K«épns—‘by the hair’, partitive genitive. 

1167. mdy%a—' by reason of the crowd’, or as our idiom is 
‘for the crowd’, causal dative: 

1168. mipa miparos miéov—‘ Woe greater than woe’, i.e, 
the intensity of the evil demands some stronger name. 

1170. awépmras— buckle-pins’, the instrument with which 
Oedipus put out his eyes, Phoen. 62, xpvonddros mopracou 
aiudéas xopas, connected with zelpw, pierce. 

— 1172. éxrndtjcas—‘ having bounded forth’. Tmesis is 
not rare in tragedy, especially in the choruses, and in 
almost all cases a monosyllabic word stands between the com- 
ponent parts. Very rarely the preposition follows as at 504, 
*"Ayapéuvovos méuwavros, w yivat, mera. 

1173. K«tvas—The metaphor is of some great wild beast 
which turns the tables on the dogs, 

1175. rowSe wérov0a—‘ thus have I suffered’. The cog- 
nate accusative is often represented by a neuter adj.-or pro- 
noun: the full phrase would be roidde (rabjuara) wérovGa. 

1178. tev mplv—‘of the ancients’, elpyxey kaxas—‘ has 
spoken ill of’. ¢ (kaxds) Aéyw (elpyxa) takes an ace. like eb 
Spay rTiva. 

1179. XAéywv éoriv—an idiomatic form of déyet, cf. Fv avé- 
xwv, 122. [Porson, after Stobaeus, amends # viv Néyec Tis F 
maw, Which is neat; but the change does not seem needed. ]} 

1180. ovvrepoy—‘in brief’, ‘io be concise’ = curTouws 
_elruy. 

1182. ‘He who at any time comes into contact with them 
| knows this well’. dl—with the article and participle, loses its 

signification ‘always’ and is usually placed: between the two, 
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but Aesch. Prom. 973, Oamre Tov Kparovv7’ del. Cicero (in Verr, 
5. 12. 29) borrows the idiom, omnes Siciliae semper praetores. 
érloratat—‘ knows well’, Plato opposes émisrjun, exact know- 
ledge, to ddéa. [Strangely enough no writer has more bitter 
sayings against women than Euripides and yet few have drawn 
finer characters than Polyxena, Iphigeneia and Alkestis: ‘the 
poet, who was openly reviled in his own day as the hater of 
women and traducer of their sex, has come down to us as their 
noblest and most prominent advocate in all Greek literature’. ] 

1183, tots o. Kaxois—‘ by reason of thy woes’, causal 
dative. 

1184. pépapy—subj. uy uéudy the reading of some MSS. is 
bad Greek. 

1185, 6. Probably spurious. As the verses stand émipBovor 
must = ‘ unjustly hated’ which seems impossible. Hermann’s 
correction dvrdpiOuor for eis dprOudv through a gloss icap:Ouo is 
clever: Hartung substitutes mro\Awv for woddal: Porson reads 
moval yap ovdév ets’: Reiske ray cakav. But the verses appear 

_ to be past mending, being the insertion of a copyist who wished 
to qualify and expand 1183, 4, 

[1187—1237. Hecuba (to Agam.) ‘Let no specious pleading 
make the worse appear the better cause’; (turning fiercely to 
Polymestor) ‘I will expose thy subterfuges, thy greed slew my 
boy. Why didst thou not, while Troy yet stood, kill him or 
send him a prisoner to the Greek camp? Again, thou shouldest 
have given the gold to the Greeks when they needed it, but 
that thou still holdest. If thou hadst safely guarded my son 
thou wouldst have gained fair repute and have found in him a 
treasure to supply thy lack of money; now, thou hast lost all!’ 
(To Agam.) ‘Thou wilt be villain if thou chalt help him’.] 

1189, &pace—se. 6 dvOpwros understood from dvOpwras. 
For the Sing. ef Androm. 421, olkrp& yap Ta Suocrvxy | Bporots 
dmact Kav Ovpatos av Kupy. 

1190. _caSpovs—‘ unsound’. 

1191. rd8uxa —‘injustice’, subject of divacAa [or ‘to 
make a good defence of injustice’, 1178 n, In either case, the 
sophistic and rhetorical plan of making the worse appear the 
better reason is alluded o 

1192. raSe—i.e. 7d ev Aéyew rddixa, akptBdw— learn ac- 
curately’, ‘reduce to a system’, with a disparaging sense of 
subtle refinement. 
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-1193.. Sdvatvr’ dv—more idiomatic than the variant dévay- 
ra: they find out at last that they have not been so clever as 
they thought. . 

1194. dmrdd\ovro—‘are wont to perish’. See 598 n. Good- 
win, § 205. 2. 

1195. ‘And so stands thy relation to me by way of pre- 
lude, now I will turn to him and will answer him with my 
words,—thow who sayest that in removing a double toil from 
the Achaeans thou didst slay my son.’ 8trAotv révov—i.e. a 
second siege of Troy. adamakAdcowv—the present often gives 
the aim or effort of an action, and so Nauck’s aradAdéov is not 
needed. &s gys—for the abrupt change of person cf. Xen. 
Anab. 1. 3. 20, xdv per @ éxel, rhy Sixny pn xpptew émidetvat 
ait@, qv 5é devyn, nuets exe? mpds Tatra BovrAevodpmeda. 
*"Axatov—ef, 1141 sq. 

1198. &kari—a Doric form; others used in tragedy are 
-*AOdva, Sapos, kuvaryos, rodaryés, Noxayéds, Eevdiryos, dradds. 

1200. adv, dv—cf. notes on 359, 742. 

1201. In bitter allusion to Polymestor’s words 1175, rode 
orevdwy K.T.A. 

1202. «mérepa xndevowv—‘ didst thou mean to make a mar- 
riage alliance with one of them?’ i.e, with a Greek family. 

1203. 4 tly’ airlav;—‘or what other reason?’ cf, 1264, 7 
_ woly TpdTy ; 

1206. BotdAovo—the optative suggests the improbability 
that Polymestor will speak the truth. 

1207. Kal KépSy ta cao—‘ ay, and thy gains’, i.e. thy greed. 

1208. érel S{8aEov—‘ or else tell me’; cf. Soph. Oed. Tyr. 
390, éel dép’ elzré. 

1211, 8&—‘I say’, resumptive, vi taking up the question 
of 1208. 3 

1212. @Oér8ar xapiwv—‘to win thyself grace in his eyes’. 
The middle sense is to be noted. 

1214, éopév— Now that we are no longer in prosperity’. 
So the two best MSS., the rest juev. év bda—a common me- 
taphor. 

1215. ‘And the city showed by its smoke that it was ip. 
the enemy’s hand’, Cf. Aesch. Ag. 818, xkarvg & ddoica vu 

E. H. 9 
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ér’ etonuos rods. [The verse halts somewhat and no satis- 
factory correction has been made. Canter conjectured xamvés 
=‘cum hostium manu nihil nisi fumus vestigia urbis signifi- 
caret’. Weil for io reads dapév ‘subdued by the enemy’.] 

1216. Karékras—from stem «ra-, a collateral form of 
kTelvw: extav, Extras, ExTd, Exrdpev. So €Bynv from Balvw, éxrny 
from wérouat, €POnv from Péavw, épav from didipdcxw, éduv from 
dvw, and others. Goodwin, § 125. 

1217. avyjs—‘in order that thou mayest be seen’, aorist — 
passive. [gave?t, fut. mid. has less authority =‘how thou wilt 
be seen’. ] ; 

1218. elwep ‘jo8a—the imperfect indicative implies that 
the excuse was false. Goodwin, § 220. 1. a. (2). 

1219. rovSe—i.e. Polydorus, who has been alluded to 1216. 

1223. troApas—‘canst not bear’, in animum inducis, cf. 
832. : 

KapTepeits—‘ persistest’. 

1224. Kal pyiv—‘and look you’, introducing a new phase 
of her argument, cf. 216 n. «déos [./xAeF, ‘reputation’, whe- 
ther good or bad, from Indo-Germanic ,/xru. Cf. Lat. gloria.] 

1226. Cf. Ennius, quoted by Cicero, Lael. 17. 64, amicus 
certus in re incerta cernitur. Shakespeare, Haml. 111. 2. 217: 

‘Who not needs shall never lack a friend, 
and who in want a hollow friend doth try, 
directly seasons him his enemy’. 

dyalol=ol dyaol, by crasis, so dvhp=6 dvip. 

1227. ‘donec eris feliz multos numerabis amicos’. at6’ 
tkacra—‘in each case of itself’, Lat. wltro. 

1228. 6 8t—Polydorus. et éomayvfes—‘if thou wast in 
want’. Goodwin, § 220. 1. a. 

1230. éketvov &dv8pa—Agamemnon. 

1231. matSés tré cor—sc. olxovrat. [Porson places the 
comma, not after co, but after ofyerac: when we must supply 
apdocovow woe.] 

1232. #Se—with a scornful gesture. 

1234. ols éxpqv—se. miordv elvat. 
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1236. ‘We shall say that thou takest pleasure in the 
wicked and art thyself of like nature’. avdrov gains emphasis 
from its prominent position. 

1237. Hecuba suddenly seems to remember that she is 
but a captive slave, and in a manner apologises for the vehe- 
mence of her words. [It is noteworthy that Hecuba’s speech 
1187—1237 has exactly the same number of verses as the 
corresponding one of Polymestor, 1132—1182]. 

1238. ded dev—‘ well, well’, usually but not always ‘ par- 
ticula dolentis ’, ; 

[1240—end. Agamemnon decides against Polymestor, who 
turns upon Hecuba and foretells her change into a cur (the 
origin of xuvds ofjua), the murder of Kasandra and of Aga- 
memnon himself. Agamemnon orders him away to banish- 
ment, Hecuba is to bury her dead, the Chorus of Trojan 
women to repair to their several masters, time for sailing is 
at hand. The Chorus end up the play with a short expression 
of enforced submission. ] 

1240. dx@avd—the predicate in Greek is often put in 
the plural where we should have expected the singular; cf. 
1107 n. 

1242. dAaBdvra—not AaBuv, because in an accusative and 
infinitive clause after aloxvvyny pépet. 

-1243. &pajv xdpiv—‘ for my sake’, cf. 873 n. 

1244, ot? ofy—‘nor indeed’, ojy resumptive. “Axavoy— 
8C. XapLy. 

1245. @ys—depending grammatically on doxe?s, not on 
aroxreivat, a8 it strictly should; the mood implies that she 
charged him with still wishing to keep the gold. ; 

1247. pdSvov—‘ a light matter’. 
1249. pr) dduxetv—to be pronounced pddixetv. byo—de- 

liberative conjunctive, Goodwin, § 256. 

1251. tAne.—‘ put up with’. 
1252. -yvvatkds tjooupeveos—‘ worsted by a woman’. The 

genitive may either be due to the comparative notion in the 
verb, or, as seems more likely, the genitive of the agent 
(fairly common in poetry, e.g. Soph. Aj. 807, gwrds Hra- 
THpevn), a variety of the genitive of the source. 

1253. tots kaxloo.y—‘ to my inferiors’. 

9—2 



122 HECUBA. 
1254. Most MSS. give this verse to Agamemnon, but 

most editors follow Hermann (who says ‘regem semel dixisse 
sententiam sat est’) in assigning it to Hecuba. 

1256. Cf. Alk. 691, xalpers dpwr Pas warépa F od xalpew 
Soxe?s; tma1dds—‘ for my child’. 

1259. GAN od Tadxa—seC. Xatpyoers. 

1260. Gpovs—‘to the boundaries’; this accusative of the 
place whither, without a preposition, is poetical. Cf. Bacchae 
5, mdpeut Alpxys vawat "lopnvod 0 vdwp. 

1261. pév ody—‘nay but shall have hidden thee fallen 
from the mast head’; cf. immo, immo vero in the Latin drama- 
tists, used to correct a former statement. 

1262. ‘At whose hand shall I meet with a forced leap’. 
TOU ;=Tivos ; 

1264. dtmomrrépois voirovot—i.e. with wings upon my back. 
1265. The accounts of the metamorphosis and death of 

Hecuba are, as might be expected, very various. Kynossema 
(kivos ofa) was a promontory in the Thracian Chersonese 
which was supposed to gain its name from her: Ov. M. 13. 
568 sq. rictuque in verba parato | latravit conata loqui. Locus 
extat et ex re | nomen habet. Juv. 10. 271, torva canino | latra- 
vit rictu. Ov. M, 13. 565 makes the Thracians stone her 
to death because of her murder of Polymestor, when she was 
changed into a dog. Cicero, Tusc. Disp. 3. 26, Hecubam autem 
putant propter animi acerbitatem quandam et rabiem fingi in — 
canem esse conversuam. Plaut. Menaechmi, 701—705. 

1267. 6 Opnéi pavris—‘ the Thracians’ seer’, the dative 
differing little in sense from a genitive, cf. Phoen. 17, 6 O7- 
Bouow evirmas dvaé [Herodotus 7. 111, ‘the Satrae possess 
the oracle of Dionysus; this oracle is on the highest moun- 
tains ; the Béssi are those Satrae who give forth the oracles 
of the shrine, and it is a priestess who delivers them as at 
Delphi, and (this oracle) is no more intricate’.] 

1268. expyoev—of the god, éxpjocaro would mean ‘ con- 
sulted the oracle’. 

1269. ‘No, for if he had’ &c., sc. ef éxpycev. 

1270. ‘Shall I die where I fall or survive and live my life 
out there?’ (ék- intensive). [Musgrave says of éxm\jow Blor, 
‘hoc cum @avovca coniunctum ridiculi aliquid habet; cum 
taoa tautologici’. So he conjectures wéruov, Brunck pédpor, 
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while Weil would change éxmAnow into éxorjow, i. e. weraBard 
Blov eis rdde.] 

1272. # rt comes in parenthetically between the substan- 
tive and the article and pronoun qualifying it, and is equivalent 
to 7 7i dAdo; cf. 1203 n. 

1273. Kvvds onpa—cf. 1265 note. 
1275. «al...6é—‘yes and’, the word between being em- 

phatic. | 
1276. dawérrvoca—cf. 382 n. 
1278. pajrw—a modest equivalent of wjmrore. Cf. Soph. 

El. 403, ob dfjra* whrw vod rocbvd etnv xaxdv. Tvvbapls rats— 
Klytaemnestra: the phrase is pleonastic. Cf. Goodwin, § 
129. 9. 

1279. ‘rovrov—sc. xreve?. 

1280. otros—heus tu, 1127 n. 

1281. The construction involves an ellipse:—‘ You may 
kill me if you like, but it will avail you nought, since &c.’ 
The murder thus prophesied is told in the Agamemnon of 
Aeschylus. Strictly speaking, Mykenae was the royal city 
of Agamemnon, but in the time of Euripides the neighbouring 
town of Argos had put it into the shade. 

dppéver—‘ awaits’ = dvaméver, 
1282. ovx dfere—‘drag him forth’. od with the future 

interrogative is a strong command, Soph. Phil. 975, ov« 
ef;=‘ begone ’. 

1284. elpyra.—‘I have said my say’, for the force of the 
tense cf. 236 n. vicev épyjpev depends upon mo, cf. 455; 
Goodwin, §§ 168, 182. 2. For the penalty, cf. Od. 3. 270 
(Aegisthus), 57 rére Tov pwev dovddv aywr és vnocov éphuny | Kad- 
Nurev olwvotow Edwp kal kipua yevécOat, 

1286. Kal Alav=vel maxime, cal intensive, cf. cal pada, 
Kal mon, 

1287. Surrixovs—‘ two’. So Lucr. duplices oculos, 
1290. ropmlpouvs—‘to convey us’, active. ép#—The 

Greeks did not accurately distinguish between the various 
senses, cf. with op® mvods, Aesch. Septem, xrimov dédopxa. 
Cf. 1069 n. 

1294. trav Sermocivev poxSav—the evils of servitude: cf. 
Aesch. Persae 587, ovxéri decpopopotcw Seorocivorow avayKais. 



METRICAL NOTES. 

noe Anapaestic: the difficulties are in the following 
ines :-— 

62. AdBete Héplere wéurler’ delp|eré wov. The four 
short syllables in the first foot are counted as equivalent to an 
anapaest, ~~~, and are justified by the rapid and excited tone 
which Hecuba assumes. The déuas of Porson is not necessary. 

69. rt mor’ atpouat évyvxyos odrw. A paroemiac, unless we 
insert dp’ before alpoua, when we have a full but rather ugly 
anapaestic dim.: Hartung, contrary to all authority, suggests 
évvuxiors. 

76. poBepdy | By %u|aboy é4| qv. The 8rd foot like the 
Ist in 62. idov (ie. eidov with augment omitted) has been 
suggested after dy. 

83. 7 véov, final syllable is lengthened in pause. 

90, 91. Dactylic lines, as are 74,75. The reading dvolkrws 
removes all difficulty. If dvdyxg in 90 and olxrpds in 91 be 
retained, then olxtpés may be repeated and xal rdde wor Seip’ 
read, the final syllable being elided by synapheia. 

100—154. Ordinary anapaestic system. — 

155—177. Anapaestic, spondees predominating: the diffi- 
culties are in 

164, 5, two paroemiacs together. yv@y is inserted by Mus- 
grave after daluwr. 

168, dactylic. 

169. dyacrés év Pde, dim. iamb. brachycatalectic. 

170, 171. Two paroemiacs together as in 164, 165. Herm. 
puts zrods in 170 and reads ynpalg. — 
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178—215. Anapaestic, difficulties being in 

186. 7b wor’ dvacrévers. A trochaic or dochmiac inter- 
spersed. we ge 

188. zl 768 dyyé\X\ecs. To correspond with 186 Herm. 
read ri 8’ 6 705’ dyyeXels. 

191. IInAelg yévyg, anapaest. monom. hypercat. Herm. 
reads IInelda, yévr’, the a cut off by synapheia. 

194. ydvvoov, warep, anapaest. monom. hypercat. 

201, anapaest. dim. brachycat. 

202, anapaest. monom, hypercat. Herm, amends 
* * * éxOlaray 

appytrdv 7 wpoe Saluwr. 

209, 210. Cf. 168, 169. 

215. Not a paroemiac, as it should be at the end of a 
system. Musgrave amends tuyruxlg xpelocov’ Exupoev. 

444-485. Glyconic, the base of which is a trochee; in 
Latin glyconic=trochee or spondee followed by two dactyls. 
Observe that the lines generally begin with a single syllable, 
long or short, and then break into a dactyl followed by trochees 
or spondees. Observe also that the concluding lines of orp. a’ 
and dvricrp. a’ have 11 syllables, and that in 474 and 483 a 
spondee is put for a dactyl. 

629—657. Dactylico-trochaic, with rather frequent spon- 
dees: 632, 641 must be scanned as antispasts, i.e. iambic fol- 
lowed by trochee, any equivalent foot being substituted: thus 

“Arka dpds || eiAdrt| vay Kaxoy | TE UE || podvrids | yg. 

633—642, preponderance of short syllables, which must be 
contracted: as 

é sim. ss 

é|raue@’ ad| cov ém’ | x.7.d. 

684 sqq. In the irregular lyric utterances of Hec. we find 
the general dochmiac character (of which according to Herm. 
there are 48 varieties). The simplest form is ~-—~—. Iamb. 

dims, and trims. are interspersed; but we are not to expect a 
correspondence of str. and antistr. 

906—952, dactylico-trochaic. 
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1025—1034, dochmiac, the long syllables being sometimes 
resolved. .1030 is pure dochmiac. In 1033 ié is to be counted 
as one syllable; with the ordinary reading Aidav, the -av would 
have to be shortened. 

1056—1084. ‘The metre here is very irregular: there is & 
preponderance of anapaests and dochmiacs. Thus 

1056, anap. dim., reading due to Herm. 
1057, anap. paroemiac. 
1058, dim. dochm. 

: 1059, dim. dochm. with resolved syllables; observe quantity 
In trotav. # 

1060, 1, anapaest. dim. 

1062, dochm. preceded by a resolved cretic (-~—) Ididdds. 

1063, dochm. dim. 

1064, anap. dim. 

1065, anap. monometer. 

1066, doch. dim. 

1067, trim. iamb. brachycatalectic. 
1068, doch. monom. 

1069 
1070 
1071 , different anapaests, 

1072 
1073 
1074, doch. dim. 
1075 
1076 
1077, dochmiac. 

1078, dochmiac + final cretic: text corrupt. 
1079, anapaest. monom. hypercat. 

1080, two ecretics, unless dre or ws be read, when line is- 
dochm. 

1081, dochmiac. 

1082, anapaest. dim. 

1083, iamb. dim. brachycat. 

, anapaests. 
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1084, iamb. dim. brachycat. 

1088—1105, dochmiac, cretic, iambic and trochaic. 

1088, 9, doch. monom. 
1090, doch. dim. 

1091, troch. dim. iw one syllable. Cf. 1099. 

1092, iamb. monom. + cretic. 

1093, troch. dim. cat. 

1094, iamb. trim. 4 coalesces with ovdels. 
1095, iamb. monom. hyper. 
1096, iamb, dim. 

1097, troch. dim. cat. 
1098, troch. monom. hyper. 

1099, troch. dim. 

1100, two cretics resolved. 

1101, cretic monom. resolved. 

1102, troch. dim. cat. 

1103, dactylic. 
1104, 5, 6, dochmiacs. 

1293—1295, ordinary anapaestic system. 
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[CHIEFLY GRAMMATICAL. | 

A 

& (Doric), 59, 156 
del, 1182 
alper, 528 
alpw, delpw, 107 
aloxtvouat (w. inf.), 552, 968 
axovw, 576 
andra, ‘at any rate’, 391 
GAG yap, 724 
ado, 643 
Gore, 28 
dumrdpuevos, 1100 
audlaupos, 473 
av (doubled). 359, 742 
dva.(in composition), 1040 
dyrt (in comp.), 57 
avrionKkdw, ib. 
drbBrerros, 355 
apa, 511, 1119 
are, 82 
aviw, avédvw, 20 

abstraction, personified, 293 
accusative, absolute, 121, 506 

= adverbial, 873, 1044 
eS cognate, 645, 912, 

962, 1175 
is double, 49, 285, 579, 

812, 988 

accusative, of reference, 114, 
356, 359, 433, 664, 
910 . 

~ w. verbs of motion, 
53, 1260 

Ss from nom. in -eds, 
882 

active for middle, 918, 1108 
adjective in -atos, 32 

a in -ds, 444 
“a in -ca, 70 
» in -oeldns, 81 
» im -us, 659 
2. of two terminations, 

69, 151, 296, 592, 
659 

5 attributive, 101, 131 
»  proleptic, 113, 533, 

782, 797, 1031 
» temporal, 69 
»  W.gen.=superlative, 

716 
anachronism, 510 
aorist, forms of, 672 

», infinitive, 5 
»,  Aolic, 820 
»»  gnomic, 598, 847, 1194 
», loosely used, 369 

momentary, 382, 967, 
1276 
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aorist, = pluperfect, 571 
article, 354 
attraction into relative clause, 

771 
asyndeton, 86 
augment, 18 

B 

Prérw= ‘live’, 311 

¥ 
yap, 89 
ye, 246, 745, 766 
ve wévrot, 600 

caesura, 355 
change of construction, 539 

», Of tense, 21, 189, 266, 
963, 1134 

collective sing. w. plural verb, 

comparative double, 377 
conjunction final, 27, 818 
conjunctivus delib., 88, 422, 

737, 738, 1042, 1057 
tga allusion, 458, 

51 
crasis, 1094, 1160, 1226, 1249 
cretic final, 383, 507, 729 

genitive, yduwy=epl yap. 350 
» vyourdrwy, 752 
rs w. éxouat, 398 
* W. mot and zrov, 455, 

1064, 1285 
op XEepos, 523 
» causal, 157, 211, 238, 

661, 752, 783, 962 
+ _-W. verb of depriving, 

324 
» definitive, 65 
soit oh te exclamation, 475 
» We. neut. adjective, 

193 

129 

genitive, of object aimed at, 
34 

es objective, 715, 973 
» Of origin, 379, 420 
» _ partitive, 64, 242, 

275, 610, 716, 906, 
1166 

» of place, 401 
-s possessive, 478, 844 
5, Of price, 360 ° 
» Of quality, 199, 211 
» Of separation, 421, 

606, 1031, 1156 
‘“ subjective, 715 

Greek confusion of senses, 
1069, 1290 

A 

dacdaXeos, 470 
Seordrns, 397 
54, 116, 258, 413 
04 more, 484 
d7jTa, 247, 367, 623, 756 
dua Ww. gen., 851 
dia in comp., 65 
diadoxos, 588 
duadépw, 595 
dtos, 458 
doxeiy (tech. term), 109 
Soxody (absol.), 121 
doxobvres, of, 295 
Sopl, Sdpec, 5 
Soplkrynros, 478 
66a, 370 
dtvy, 253 
Svpouat, 740, 1057 

dative, adverbial, 100 
», Of agent, 309, 863 
», causal, 251, 958, 1167, 

1183 
»» commodi, 41 
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dative, ethical, 182, 197, 605, 
: 674, 889 

=gen., 422, 1267 
incommodi, 1119 
of manner, 100 
of motion, 207 
of place, 682 
of reference, 595, 660, 

1054 

Derivations. 

Alins, 2 
drdorwp, 686 
ddlacros, 85 
dpéyapros, 193 
durrvé, 465 
dv O5xpoKos, 471 
dipOpov, 67 
Barids, 90 
dlaruxos ‘two’, 1287 
Sptrrw, 651 
éyxovéw, 507 
Owiicow, 115 
ipods, 804 
kepkts, 352 
KAéos, 1224 
Kémis, 133 
Koppos, 474 
Aevpds, 700 
wrdE, 8 
mrdrn, 39 
mwoprn, 1170 
oxlarwv, 65 
oxldvarar, 916 
oxétruos, 783 
Tddas, 20 

xAwpos, 129 
ddcyavov, 876 
gpolmov, 162 
ppoddos, 1b. 

dialect (Doric), 59 
Dorie forms, 1198 

INDEX. 

E 

eddnv, 76 
ei w. impf. 1216, 1228 
el (wish), 836 
-et, not -7y in fut. 408 
elpyacrat, 264, 1085, 1122 
elpyw gi , 605 
elpjoerat, 825 
elpjcbat, 236 
elra Sra, 623 
éx (‘after’) 55, 915 
éx (‘by’), 407 
éx in comp., 1270 
éxet (in Hades), 418 
éxei0ev (=éxet), 731 
éxmrodwy Ww. dat. 52, 1054 
éXmls, 370 
évyuxos, 69 
érgoow, 1070 
émeperdouevos, 114 
érevxouat, 542 
éml w. ace. 514, 522, 634 
— w. dat. 648, 822 
— in comp. 111, 542 
ércgvéw, 583 
éoTw W. adv. (= exer), 7 732 
éorw H, 857 
éow, 616 
evoxjuws, 569 
éheordavat, 363 
éppdaOy (mid.), 546 
éxw w. did, 851 
éxw W. particip. 1013 
éywv, 994 

ellipsis, 186 
epithet transferred, 65, 772 
euphemism, 414, 418 

future, 485 

fhv, 350 
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ne, 323 
nKw, 1 
qopmev, 1112 
now (intrans.), 164 
nd (augm.), 18 

hendiadys, 540 

Onrus, 659 © 
Oupovmevor, 299 

I 

Ynme (intrans.), 164 
» quantity of, 900 

iva, 27, 102 
wa (w. past tense of ind.), 818 
iva (where), 711 ; 
Yorn, 494 

imperfect (force of), 96 
infinitive (a subst.), 5, 214, 

374, 1076, 1107, 1128 
interrogative (=neg.), 349 
Ionic forms, 752 
juxtaposition, 45, 126 

K 

xal (intens.), 1286 
kal—dé, 1275 ~ 
xal On, 758 
kal piv, 216, 317, 665, 824, 

1224 
kal tis (ris cal), 515 
xépa (‘person’), 677 
xard (in comp.), 132 
kardpxoua Ww. ace., 685 
xatéxtav, 1216 
Kar nuap, 628 
ketuar, 418, 496 
Kéxev0a, 880 
KéxAnua, 480 

131 

Kepdalvouat, 518 
kepkls, 362 
Kpovvol, 568 
Krnels (pass.), 448 
kupetv (w. acc.), 697 

A 

Aaédprios, 401 
Aawuos, 565 
Adxawva, 651 
Aééex (mid. or pass.), 906 
Atvopat, 438 
Aumpos, 362 

locative, 41, 152 

M 
pev.,..GAG, 824 
pev ovv, 728, 1261 
peré, (in comp.), 213, 509 

», W. dat., 355 
perakAralouat, 213 
peractelxyw, 509 
ph (and ov), 235, 282, 378, 

608, 874 
wy (after word which it quali- 

fies), 12, 867 
pn (=Tod 7), 338 
pnde (and ov5é), 394 
pena (=pnrorte), 1278 
pn ovye (formula), 408 
pvptos, 606 
pov, 676 

masculine (of women), 237 
metaphors, 29, 144, 379, 403, 

553, 560, 583 - 

ynvepov, 533 
pw, 515 

viv, 357 
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negative (after word which it 
qualifies), 12, 867 

neuter, 591 
»,  plur. w. sing. verb, 839 

nom. (for voc.), 534 

ton ” 

tuvéraice (intrans.), 118 

.@) 
6 (=6’ 6), 13 
éyxéboua, 623 
86e, 92, 203 
olda (declined), 698 ; 
olds TE, 15 
ola 8” ovv 6 Spacov, 225 
omws, 398, 1080 
dpa Oar (= épay), 319 
Ggov ov, 143 
dots, 55, 297 
ov (='no *), 399 
ob mi (w. aor. conj.), 1039 
od nv, 401 
ovder (adverb), 106 
ouvexa, 787 
ovros (= heus), 1127, 1280 

optative (force of), 854 
» Of indef. frequency, 

819, 1165 
oxymoron, 612 

II 

way (in comp.), 500 
mapa, 34 
mapd. (in comp.), 288, 587, 703 
wapdoxes, 842 
mapodos, 100 
mwepirintw, 498 
rin, 471 
mwrabeioa, 890 
wAny, 356 
mot vaowr, 447 

INDEX. 

moreos, 866 
mwopevw, 447 
mote (in petitions), 69 
morvia, 70 
mov =67rov, 1125 
mpaccev and rroveiv, 56 
mplv, 135 
mpodeirw, 438 
mpos (in comp.), 64 
mpos Biav, 406 
mpoTiecOa, 613 
mrons, 767 
ropa, 392 
mas Kal, 515 

parenthesis, 1160, 1272 
participle w. article (=subst.), 

299 
rr; w. verbs of emotion, 

244, 342, 397 
» fut. (force of), 143 
~. loosely used, 369, 386 
— two together, 358 

particle of comparison, 82, 179 
» Of emphasis, 246, 745, 

756 
» Of interrogation, 69, 

116, 247, 258, 676 
» Of time, 112 

patronymics, 583, 1278 
passive perf.=mid., 264, 801 
perfect 2nd, 433 
person, change of, 1195 
play on words, 427, 441 
pleonasm, 104, 1278 
plural for sing., 82, 237, 265, 

386, 415, 514, 616, 
- 1107, 1240 

» verb w. two nouns, 89 
», vague, 403 

praegnans constructio, 419 
preposition omitted, 146 
present, force of, 79, 91, 340 

‘ 
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prohibition by interrog., 1282 
proleptic epithet, 113, 533, 

782. 797, 1031 
pronoun, understood in adj., 

23 

P 
pp=ps, 8 

z 

calpey, 362 
oébev, 850 
gtya and olya, 531 
oxéros (gender), 1 
orovdy, 100 
ovyKkvjew, 430 
ape, 260 

senses, confusion of in Greek, 
1069, 1290 

sequence of tenses, 27, 712, 
818, 1139, 1149, 1245 

subject, change of, 488 
substantive (=adj.), 120, 137, 

1253 
superlative, double, 620 

_ stasimon, 444 

T 

Tay (=v), 473, 636 
Te, position of, 80, 426 

_ -rt (adv. in), 617 
tts (collective), 649 

,, (enclitic), 370 
TAnwv, 562 
70 éri ce, 514 
Tot, 228, 606 
Tptratos, 32 
iene Ag ace.), 51 
rine, 4 

133 

Tupavvos, 366 
T@ (=v), 448 

tense, sequence of (see se- 
quence) 

change in (see change) 
tmesis, 99, 504, 1172 

- 

t76, in comp., 6, 812 
»> W.gen., 53 

Uromros (active), 1135 

i 
peyyos, 367 
gepros, 158 
ged (of contempt), 863 
ged, 1238 
dopovmevos, 29 
dvdAAOs BddAewv, 574 
ptpw, 496 

x 

xapaxrynp, 379 
xapw, 873 
xiovwdys, 81 
xXpeav, 282 
xXpyv (= éxpiv); 629 
» (=Xxptva), 260 

xXpGpya, 311 

ws, 622 
», (=to% ws), 346, 400 
», W. participle, 511, 1146 
ws av, 830 
wore (of comparison), 179, 

337 
apetrov, 394 
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MAGMILLAN’S ELEMENTARY CLASSICS, 
18mo., Is. 6d. each, 

‘Among the best of the various series of school-books which are just 
now being published may be mentioned the ‘ Elementary Classics.’ The 
notes are precisely the sort of notes which are required, which assist a boy 
without making him lazy.’’—Westminster Review. 

The following are ready or in preparation :— 

CHSAR. The Gallic War. Book I. Edited, with Notes 
and Vocabulary, by A. S. Waupoue, M.A. {In the press. 

CESAR. The Second and Third Campaigns of the 
GALLIC WAR. Edited by W. G. Ruturerrorp, M.A., Balliol College, 
Oxford, and Assistant-Master at St. Paul’s School. [Ready. 

CAESAR. Scenes from the Fifth and Sixth Books of 
THE GALLIC WAR. Selected and Edited by C. Cotpnck, M.A 
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, and Assistant-Master at aecar 

eady 

CICERO. Select Letters. Edited by Rev. G. E. J#ans, 
M.A., Fellow of Hertford College, Oxford, and Assistant-Master in 
Haileybury College. [In the press. 

EURIPIDES. Hecuba. Edited by Rev, Jonn Bonn, 
M.A., and A. 8. Wapo.es, M.A. [Ready. 

GREEK TESTAMENT. Selections. Edited by Rev. 
G. F. Macurar, M.A., D.D., Warden of St. Augustine’s College, Can- 
terbury. [In prepuration. 

HERODOTUS. Selections from Books VII. and VIII. 
THE EXPEDITION OF XERXES. Edited by A. H. Cooxn, BA, 
Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge. [Ready. 

HOMER'S ILIAD. Book XVIII. The Arms of 
ACHILLES. Edited by S. R. James, M.A., Scholar of Trinity 
College, Cambridge, and Assistant-Master at Eton, [Ready. 

HORACE. The Odes. Books I. II. and IJI. Edited by 
T. E Paar, M.A., late Fellow of St. John’s College, Cambridge, and 
Assistant-Master at the Charterhouse. 1s. 6d. each. [Ready. 

HORACE. The Fourth Book of the Odes. By the 
same Editor, [In preparation, 

HORACE, Select Epodes and Ars Poetica. Edited by 
Rev. H. A. Datron, M.A., late Student of Christ Church, Oxford. 

(in preparation. 

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON, 



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA re Seamcac 
BERKELEY 

THIS BOOK IS DUE ON THE LAST DATE 
STAMPED BELOW 

Books not returned on time are subject to a fine of 
50c per volume after the third day overdue, increasing 
to $1.00 per volume after the sixth day. Books not in 
demand may be renewed if application is made before 
expiration of loan period. 

4 1924 
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